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EMPLOYMENT discrimination is a major factor contributing to the disadvantaged economic and social status of Negroes in America. The causes and forms of employment discrimination are many and complex and can be fully understood only within the total matrix of general racial discrimination. Sensitivity is necessary, moreover, to the close

† The author is indebted to Clyde W. Summers, Professor of Law, Yale University Law School, Melvin J. Sykes of the Maryland and Baltimore Bars, and R. Wayne Walker, Assistant Professor of Law, University of Maryland School of Law for reading and criticizing this manuscript. This manuscript was prepared as a chapter for Race, Jobs & Poverty, edited by Arthur Ross with the assistance of Herbert Hill to be published in 1965 by Harcourt-Brace. The chapter as it will appear in this volume omits much of the documentation included in this article.

* A.B., 1959, Cornell University; LL.B., 1962, Yale University; Assistant Professor of Law, University of Maryland.


3 See, e.g., Frazier, The Negro in the United States (rev. ed. 1957); Ginberg, op. cit. supra note 1; Myrdal, An American Dilemma (1944); Silberman, Crisis in Black and White 239 passim (1964); Marshall, supra note 1.
relation between employment discrimination and unemployment and underemployment. This study, however, is limited primarily to particular manifestations of discrimination and to institutions and activities having a comparatively direct relation to employment. Within these limitations, review will be made of legal responses to employment discrimination.

As a background for consideration of the law in this area, an initial section briefly outlines the major modes of employment discrimination. Next, consideration is given to the primary constitutional foundations for legal responses and to the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which promises to make its impact felt throughout this realm of the law. At each subsequent stage in the study, the question will be asked: What bearing has the Civil Rights Act on this legal remedy? Examination is then made of the judicially enforced duty of fair representation—its origins, development, weaknesses and potentials. Theories of “state action” and the utility of full-blown constitutional approaches are then detailed. Next, consideration is given to potential legal support for union and employer activities designed to eliminate internal discrimination and to legal responses to the direct action techniques of the civil rights movement. Judicial enforcement of the orders of fair employment practices commissions, federal, state and local, is then examined with inquiry made into the appropriate interplay between judicial and administrative activity in this field. A canvass is then made of the anti-discrimination techniques that may be available to, and are now being used by, the National Labor Relations Board. Finally, the conclusion attempts to comment broadly on what may be expected in the way of future development.

I

MODES OF EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION

Initially, discrimination may follow forms or practices developed by employers who may, for example, fail or refuse to hire Negroes. Even when Negroes find employment, they are often more subject to lay-off than whites; they are not unlikely to be relegated to, and frozen in, so-called “Negro jobs,” that is, the physically difficult, poorest paid and

\[\text{footnote text goes here}\]
most unpleasant positions in the shop, such as unskilled or semi-skilled jobs as those involving custodial and maintenance work; and, particularly in the South, they may be paid at lower scales than white workers for equivalent work or consistently receive less favorable work assignments than white workers in equivalent positions.

Employment agencies, both public and private, often abet employer practices of discrimination by accepting and filling orders on a "white only" basis, by otherwise referring applicants differently according to race, or even by entirely refusing to cater to Negro job applicants.

Discrimination is also often enhanced, extended or even required by labor unions with whom employers must generally share control over workers' conditions of employment. There are four basic ways in which labor unions limit Negro and non-white access to jobs and exercise general discriminatory control over work conditions. First, there are various ways in which union membership, and therefore effective representation, is denied to Negroes. Second, some unions have segregated Negroes into separate or auxiliary local unions. Third, craft unions often restrict Negro entrance into apprenticeship training programs. Finally, unions often

---

6 See Harrington, op. cit. supra note 1, at 73-76; Norgren & Hill, Toward Fair Employment 20-23 (1964); Peters, The Southern Temper 261 (1959); NFA Committee of the South, Selected Studies of Negro Employment in the South (1955) [hereinafter cited Selected Studies in Negro Employment in the South]; Weaver, op. cit. supra note 1, at 192-213; Marshall, supra note 1, at 28-30; Rosenberg & Chapin, Management and Minority Groups, in New York State Comm'n Against Discrimination, Discrimination and Low Incomes 147-94 (Antonovsky & Lorwin eds. 1959).


engage in discrimination when negotiating and administering collective bargaining agreements.

In the past, exclusion of Negroes from membership was often achieved pursuant to "Caucasians only" clauses in union constitutions. Today, discriminatory exclusion is rarely an admitted union policy, but it is still practiced. In some skilled trades, where Negroes have traditionally been excluded from membership, priority in admission is still given to sons or close relatives of present members, who are all white. Some unions also exercise discriminatory control by means of skills admissions tests that they administer, particularly in implementing permissible closed shop arrangements. Negroes excluded from the union are often entirely excluded from the industry or denied equal opportunities within the industry and they have no hand in the determination of their conditions of labor.

A decreasing number of unions maintain segregated locals. Notoriously, this practice leads to the creation of ghettos in employment that are exceedingly disadvantageous to the Negro worker. In the craft union context, Negroes are often restricted to poorer locations and their jobs are subject to jurisdictional raids by white locals. In the industrial union context, the Negro local is often prejudicially excluded from play-

---


In practice new membership is so limited that individuals in the preferred class often consume the available openings. See ibid. Limitation on membership is often rationalized on the ground that the craft must limit the number of available journeymen to assure continuous full employment and economic stability for its members. See Callow, Union Membership: Privilege or Right?, 27 WASH. L. REV. 211, 221-22 (1952); Lelyveld, Building Unions Facing New Civil Rights Protests, N.Y. Times, May 27, 1964, p. 34, col. 3. See also Perlm, A Theory of the Labor Movement 198-99 (1928); Slichter, Union Policies and Industrial Management 4-6 (1941). To accomplish this end, rather than open membership and apprenticeship roles, in periods of long-term high employment travel cards are issued to out-of-town craftsmen on a temporary basis. See Lelyveld, supra.

12 See Callow, supra note 11, at 221-22; Marshall, supra note 1, at 31; Raskin, Labor and Civil Rights, N.Y. Times, May 20, 1964, p. 33, col. 2.


ing an effective role in negotiating and administering collective bargaining agreements.\(^{16}\)

Apprenticeship training is a significant means of entrance into many skilled trades. These programs are often supported and supervised by government agencies and they are theoretically subject to joint union-management control. However, unions, particularly craft unions, are often able to exercise veto-like control over admissions thereby excluding Negroes, who are vastly under-represented in such programs.\(^{17}\)

Industrial unions do not often exclude Negroes from membership and they normally do not have control over the hiring and apprenticeship processes, but they do have significant leverage over employment conditions in that they negotiate and enforce collective agreements, the seniority provisions of which "control layoffs, recall rights, promotions, trans-

---


As to federal government support and supervision of other programs involving training and preparation for employment, e.g., Vocational Education, Manpower Development and Training Act, and Area Redevelopment Act, see, e.g., Walsh, *supra* note 4; U.S. Comm’n on Civil Rights, *Civil Rights 73-92* (1963); 3 U.S. Comm’n on Civil Rights, *op. cit. supra* note 7, at 96-104; U.S. Dep’t of H.E.W., Office of Education, *Pamphlet No. 117, Public Vocational Education Programs* (1960).

In the past, government agencies were often guilty of permitting or even abetting discrimination in training programs. Federal aid to state administered vocational education programs was admittedly provided to support separate-but-equal facilities and programs. See, e.g., 3 U.S. Comm’n on Civil Rights, *op. cit. supra* note 7, at 101-03; Polliott, *supra* note 8, at 81. No steps were taken to assure non-discrimination in federally supported apprenticeship training programs. See Advisory Committees to the U.S. Comm’n on Civil Rights, *op. cit. supra* at 5-17. Recently, however, the Secretary of Labor promulgated rules prohibiting discrimination in apprenticeship and training. 29 C.F.R. pt. 30 (1964); see, e.g., 1963 Senate *Hearings on Equal Employment Opportunity* 119-26. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 now requires similar regulations for other training programs. §§ 601-04, 78 Stat. 252 (1964).
fer, demotion, eligibility for vacation and welfare plans, distribution of
over-time and shift preference." The importance of this union power
is great, for by negotiating or administering separate lines of seniority,
unions are able "effectively [to] deny . . . Negroes equal seniority rights
with whites, and [to] prevent . . . them from developing skills. The
result is that Negroes are unable to rise from unskilled and menial jobs
into more desirable classifications."

There are, of course, variations on and some additions to the major
modes of employment discrimination; there is, in fact, a full continuum
of devices that may be used separately or in combination by discriminating
agencies. As it may bear upon employment, discrimination can range
in impact from the quiet indignity of separate toilet facilities to the total
trauma of job exclusions; it can range in subtlety from the making of
tacit agreements controlling both access to employment and working
conditions to the providing of facilities and good offices to the local Ku
Klux Klan and White Citizens’ Council. Legal responses may therefore
appear to be uneven, for they will tend to depend in part upon the nature
of the interest that is sought to be protected, the subtlety of the discrimi-
nation and the ability with which it may, according to the techniques of
law, be brought into the light.

II

THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964: THE NEW POINT FOR DEPARTURE

At common law, employers and trade unions, considered to be private
and voluntary bodies, were free to discriminate against and generally
deal with workers as they chose. The last few decades, however, have
witnessed the advent of far reaching statutes, based on Congress’s con-
stitutional power over interstate commerce and the police power of the
states, which extensively regulate employer-employee and internal union
relations. Following the Civil War, moreover, amendments were added

18 3 U.S. COMM’N ON CIVIL RIGHTS, op. cit. supra note 7, at 134-35; see Marshall,

19 Hill, supra note 15, at 14. See also materials cited notes 5-6 supra and accompanying
text.

20 As to employers, see American Steel Foundries v. Tri-City Central Trades Council,

257 U.S. 184, 209 (1921); Coppage v. Kansas, 236 U.S. 1 (1915); Adair v. United States,

208 U.S. 161 (1908). As to unions, see GREENBERG, RACE RELATIONS AND AMERICAN LAW

170-71 (1959); Chafee, The Internal Affairs of Associations Not for Profit, 43 HARV. L. REV.

993 (1930).

21 The most important general federal labor statutes, each of which will be touched

upon from time to time, are: The National Labor Relations Act (Wagner Act), 49 Stat.

449 (1935), as amended, 29 U.S.C. §§ 151-67 (1964) [hereinafter cited as NLRA]; The
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1965]

to the federal Constitution that ultimately had the effect of modifying or even superseding the common law at least so far as racial discrimination is concerned. The first such amendment was the thirteenth, which prohibits slavery and involuntary servitude. This basic prohibition actually has had little direct bearing on the specific legal responses to the subtle, multi-faceted and variant problems of employment discrimination other than to the extent that it has promoted a general climate of constitutional law and policy. In the past, formulation and development of legal responses to employment discrimination have been colored primarily by the existence of the fourteenth amendment and its equal protection clause. By itself, and as related back into the due process clause of the fifth amendment, this clause prohibits government executed, sponsored or supported racial discrimination.

The coloration of the fourteenth amendment will, of course, continue in the future, but this process will be supplemented and rivaled now by the existence of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which statutorily carries forward the philosophy of the Civil War amendments. Two titles of the new federal act have direct relevance to employment discrimination. First, title VI, which is based upon Congress's power to choose when and how it will disburse funds, provides machinery to assure that federal funds will not be used to support racially discriminatory practices. It


22 "Section 1. Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the United States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction.

"Section 2. Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation."


23 This clause reads: "No State shall . . . deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws."


is expressly provided, however, that the machinery for cutting off federal benefits is not to be used against employment discrimination "except where a primary objective of the Federal financial assistance is to provide employment." The portion of the Civil Rights Act most significant as an immediate and direct legal response to employment discrimination is, consequently, title VII. This title, which is based upon Congress's plenary power over interstate commerce, establishes elaborate federal administrative and judicial machinery to enforce statutory equal employment opportunity requirements.

Title VII is to go into full effect in stages over five years. Ultimately, employers of twenty-five or more are to be prohibited from discriminating or segregating in employment or hiring practices; labor unions having twenty-five or more members or operating hiring halls will not be permitted to discriminate or segregate in membership or representation; employers, labor unions and joint labor-management committees will be prohibited from discriminating in apprenticeship or other training programs; and employment agencies will not be permitted to discriminate in classification of applicants and in job referrals. There are several important qualifications that clarify the scope of the prohibitions. Bona fide seniority or merit systems and systems by which employment conditions are differentiated from locale to locale are not abrogated by the statute. In addition, professionally developed ability tests are permissible means, under the statute, by which to make differentiations. Finally, a provision states that the title is not to be interpreted to require that an employer hire, or an employment agency refer, or a labor union accept for membership, quotas of employees from particular minority groups.

32 § 703, 78 Stat. 255 (1964). See also § 704, 78 Stat. 257 (1964). Record keeping and reporting requirements, relevant to enforcement, are also imposed on employers, employment agencies, and labor organizations that are subject to the title. § 709(c), 78 Stat. 263 (1964).
33 § 703(h), 78 Stat. 257 (1964).
The enforcement machinery under title VII constitutes a mixture of various components: federal and state, administrative and judicial. Provision is made for a five-man bi-partisan Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, whose function is to administer the provisions of the title, investigate "unlawful employment charges," and attempt to resolve disputes through "informal methods of conference, conciliation, and persuasion." The Commission is to take such action when it finds "reasonable cause to believe that the charge is true."35

When coercive enforcement of the title is required, the Commission, however, plays only a subsidiary role. It is not empowered to adjudicate unlawful employment practices charges or to issue binding orders, and it cannot bring suit to enforce the provisions of the title.36 Generally, only persons filing charges with the Commission or, if a charge was filed by a commissioner, only persons said in the charge to be aggrieved by the alleged unlawful employment practice, may bring a civil action in the appropriate federal district court.37

Although the brunt of enforcement initiative is thus thrown upon private parties, the available remedies are otherwise flexible. The courts are empowered to grant such affirmative relief as may be appropriate,38 and the enforcement burden on the individual is eased somewhat in that further provision is made for public assistance. In the first place, the trial court is empowered, upon application of the claimant, to appoint counsel for him and "may authorize the commencement of the action without the payment of fees, costs, or security. [In addition,] upon timely application, the court may, in its discretion, permit the Attorney General to intervene in such civil action if he certifies that the case is of general public importance."39 Moreover, although the Attorney General is not

35 § 706(a), 78 Stat. 259 (1964). To assure the integrity of these informal proceedings, it is further provided that "any officer or employee of the Commission, who shall make public in any manner whatever any information in violation of this subsection shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year.".

36 But cf. § 706(i), 78 Stat. 261 (1964): "In any case in which an employer, employment agency, or labor organization fails to comply with an order of a court issued in a civil action brought under subsection (e), the Commission may commence proceedings to compel compliance with such order."

For criticism of programs lacking administrative enforcement powers, see NORGREN & HILL, op. cit. supra note 6, at 264-65. Recently Congressman Powell has attempted, apparently unsuccessfully, to rectify this deficiency. See, e.g., 59 L.R.R. 95 (1965); 59 L.R.R. 105 (1965); 59 L.R.R. 125 (1965); 59 L.R.R. 159 (1965).

37 § 706(e), 78 Stat. 260 (1964).

38 § 706(g), 78 Stat. 261 (1964). Specific provision is made for injunctions and for "reinstatement or hiring of employees, with or without back pay . . . ." See generally Comment, 32 U. CHI. L. REV. 430, 466-69 (1965).

39 § 706(e), 78 Stat. 260 (1964). As to counsel fees and costs, see also § 706(k), 78 Stat. 261 (1964).
empowered to bring court action on individual complaints, he may bring civil suit when he "has reasonable cause to believe that any person or group of persons is engaged in a pattern or practice of resistance to the full enjoyment of any of the rights secured by this title, and that the pattern or practice is of such a nature and is intended to deny the full exercise of the rights" described in the title. Finally, while the Commission is not initially permitted to bring suit in its own right to remedy an unlawful employment practice, it may recommend to the Attorney General that he intervene in a claimant's civil action or that he bring an action under the "pattern or practice" provision. The Commission is also empowered to "commence proceedings to compel compliance with" court orders issued in civil actions brought by individuals.

On the face of the title, it appears that individuals cannot invoke court action without first proceeding before the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. There is, however, some legislative history to the effect that "the individual may proceed in his own right at any time. He may take his complaint to the Commission, he may bypass the Commission, or he may go directly to court." It is clear, on the other hand, that resort cannot be made to the Commission's processes until an opportunity has been given for available state remedies to be exhausted. In addition, in any judicial proceeding brought by an individual "upon request, the court may, in its discretion, stay further proceedings for not more than sixty days pending the termination of State or local proceedings . . . or the efforts of the Commission to obtain voluntary compliance."

Because of the recent advent of the Civil Rights Act, particularly of

---

40 § 707(a), 78 Stat. 261 (1964). In such proceedings, the Attorney General may request a three judge district court. § 707(b), 78 Stat. 262 (1964).
41 § 705(g) (6), 78 Stat. 259 (1964).
42 § 706(i), 78 Stat. 261 (1964).
43 § 706(a)-(e), 78 Stat. 259-60 (1964).
45 § 706(a)-(e), 78 Stat. 259-60 (1964); § 709(a)-(b), 78 Stat. 262-63 (1964). Under § 709(b), the Commission is empowered to enter into agreements with state and local agencies that effectively enforce their own anti-discrimination laws. The consequence of such agreements will be virtually to suspend the operation of title VII within the agreeing state or locale. However, appropriate agreements could lead to coordination of efforts and conservation of total anti-discrimination resources. See Berg, supra note 29, at 91-92; Comment, 32 U. Cin. L. Rev. 430, 442-43 (1965). An agreement may be rescinded when it no longer serves the interest of effective enforcement of title VII.
46 § 706(e), 78 Stat. 260 (1964).
EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION

Title VII, it might mistakenly be assumed that future development of legal responses will be all but pre-empted by this specific congressional program. But, even after 1969, when Title VII goes into full effect, its coverage will not encompass the nation's many small commercial operations involving companies with twenty-five or fewer employees or labor unions with twenty-five or fewer members. Furthermore, there will undoubtedly be other circumstances, not covered or contemplated in Title VII, in which the law will be called upon to confront problems in the area of employment discrimination. In addition, Title VII explicitly reserves to aggrieved individuals the right to resort to any remedy existing under state law and it is likely that other federal remedies will not be pre-empted or entirely supplanted by it. It is clear, on the other hand, that civil rights


48 On June 12, 1964, the Senate by a vote of 59 to 29 decisively rejected an amendment that was proposed by Senator Tower to give significant pre-emptive effect to Title VII. See 110 Cong. Rec. 13650 (daily ed. June 12, 1964). The proposed amendment read: "Sec. 717. Beginning on the effective date of sections 703, 704, 706, and 707 of this title, as provided in section 716, the provisions of this title shall constitute the exclusive means whereby any department, agency, or instrumentality in the executive branch of the Government, or any independent agency of the United States, may grant or seek relief from, or pursue any remedy with respect to, any employment practice of any employer, employment agency, labor organization, or joint labor-management committee covered by this title, if such employment practice may be the subject of a charge or complaint filed under this title." In addition, a memorandum prepared by the Department of Justice and introduced by Senator Clark stated: "... [I]t has been asserted that it would be possible to deny unions their representation rights under the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor Act. This is not correct. Nothing in Title VII or anywhere else in this bill affects rights and obligations under the NLRA and the Railway Labor Act. The procedures set up in Title VII are the exclusive means of relief against those practices of discrimination which are forbidden as unlawful employment practices by sections 704 and 705. [Later renumbered 703 and 704] Of course, Title VII is not intended to and does not deny to any individual rights and remedies which he may pursue under other Federal and State statutes. If a given action should violate both Title VII and the National Labor Relations Act, the National Labor Relations Board would not be deprived of jurisdiction. To what extent racial discrimination is covered by the NLRA is not entirely clear. I understand that the National Labor Relations Board has presently under consideration a case involving the duties of a labor organization with respect to discrimination because of race. At any rate, Title VII would have no affect on the duties of any employer or labor organization under the NLRA or under the Railway Labor Act, and these duties would continue to be enforced as they are now. On the other hand, where the procedures of Title VII are invoked, the remedies available are those set out in section 707(e), injunctive relief against continued discrimination, plus appropriate affirmative action including the payment of backpay. No court order issued under Title VII could affect the status of a labor organization under the National Labor Relations Act or the Railway Labor Act, or deny to any union the benefits to which it is entitled under those statutes." 110 Cong. Rec. 6986 (daily ed. April 8, 1964). See also Local 12, United Rubber Workers of America, 150 N.L.R.B. No. 18, 57 L.R.R.M. 1535, 1539-40 (1964), wherein the National Labor Relations Board held that its jurisdiction was not limited by Title VII; 1964 ABA Section of Labor Relations Law, Report of the Committee on State Labor Legislation 277 (1965); Berg, supra note 29, at 92-96; cf.
organizations which have a great deal to do with the promotion or sponsorship of legal challenges to employment discrimination do not intend to give up resort to other potential federal remedies willingly.  

More than merely for the sake of history, and for complete understanding of the proper context for effective operation of the new national fair employment practices apparatus, it is appropriate and relevant to study other possible alternative or supplemental legal devices that may be available to assist the racially discriminated worker. In undertaking this study, however, it will be important always to keep before us both the fact of the new Civil Rights Act's existence and the specific content of its provisions. Its potential bearing on the future form of other lawful anti-discrimination tools cannot be overly stressed. At one extreme, courts and other adjudicative agencies might be discouraged from experimenting with new and additional legal responses, and some of the Act's provisions may make it difficult to secure legal support for particular programs designed to redress racial discrimination. On the other hand, it will continuously be worth considering the possibility that strength can be drawn from its specific provisions and from its spirit when attempts are made to use administrative and judicial institutions both affirmatively, in requesting more far reaching assaults on discrimination, and more


40 See N.Y. Times, July 3, 1964, p. 1, col. 6, which contains a statement of Robert Carter, General Counsel for the National Association of Colored People expressing his intention to use the National Labor Relations Board, where its machinery is available, rather than the procedure of title VII. See also Carter, The National Labor Relations Board and Racial Discrimination, 2 LAW IN TRANSITION Q. 87 (1965).  

60 Such an effect could result from § 703(j), 78 Stat. 257 (1964), which expressly provides that "nothing contained in this title shall be interpreted to require any employer, employment agency, labor organization, or joint labor-management committee . . . to grant preferential treatment to any individual . . . on account of an imbalance which may exist with respect to the total number or percentage of persons of any race . . . ." See 110 Cong. Rec. 7026 (daily ed., April 8, 1964); Ex parte Ford, 58 L.R.R.M. 2087, 2094 (E.D. Mo. 1964). But cf., BNA, THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964: TEXT, ANALYSIS, LEGISLATIVE HISTORY 39 (1964), where it is suggested that "as a practical matter, however, the very existence of the law may result in pressures to increase the percentage of minority group members on the payroll, particularly if the reports required by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission compel the employer to specify the number of [sic] percentage of minority group members in various job classifications. This must be shown on the compliance reports required by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission compel the employer to specify the number of [sic] percentage of minority group members in various job classifications. This must be shown on the compliance reports required by the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity." But cf. also In re Myart, 57 L.R.R. 264 (Charge No. 63-C-127, Illinois Fair Employment Practices Commission, Nov. 18, 1964), aff'd as modified, sub nom. Motorola, Inc. v. Illinois, 58 L.R.R.M. 2573 (Ill. Cir. Ct. 1965). Neither the Commission nor the court deemed it necessary to review the trial examiner's ruling that an aptitude test that did not take cultural deprivation into account was discriminatory. The Motorola decision by the trial examiner is reprinted at 110 Cong. Rec. 5476-79 (daily ed. March 19, 1964).
passively, in requesting official sanction or legitimization for more extensive programs sought to be instituted through direct action. It will, in essence, be useful to promote the view that this statute, which has been called the “most important legislation enacted in recent decades” and “one of the half dozen most important laws . . . enacted in the last century,” executes in its spirit and principle a kind of general amendment of the entire body of American law.

III

THE JUDICIALLY ENFORCED DUTY OF FAIR REPRESENTATION

The first major judicial response to employment discrimination came with the Supreme Court’s announcement, in Steele v. Louisville & N.R. R., of the duty of fair representation. At issue in the case was the power of a union, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, to negotiate with employers a collective agreement that had as its conspicuous purpose and consequence first the limitation and then the destruction of the employment opportunities of the Negroes it represented. To avoid the question whether a union, certified by the government as an exclusive bargaining representative, could constitutionally discriminate, the Court discovered and announced a statutory duty of fair representation, holding that:

[T]he Railway Labor Act imposes upon the statutory representative of a craft at least as exacting a duty to protect equally the interests

---


56 See The Elimination of Negro Firemen on American Railways—A Study of the Evidence Adduced at the Hearing Before the President’s Committee on Fair Employment Practices, 4 LAWYERS GUILD REV. 32 (1944); CAYTON & MITCHELL, op. cit. supra note 53, at 439-45 (1939).
of the members of the craft as the Constitution imposes upon a legis- 

ture to give equal protection to the interests of those for whom it legis-

lates. Congress has seen fit to clothe the bargaining representative 

with powers comparable to those possessed by a legislative body both 

to create and restrict the rights of those whom it represents . . . but 

it has also imposed on the representative a corresponding duty . . . to 

exercise fairly the power conferred upon it in behalf of all those for 

whom it acts, without hostile discrimination against them.\(^5\)

From the first it was clear that suits for both damages and injunctive 

relief would lie to enforce the duty\(^6\) and that companies that were parties 

to union discrimination could be joined as defendants. As initially formu-

lated, however, the duty covered only workers subject to the Railway 

Labor Act; racial discrimination was prohibited only in the negotiation 

and drafting of formal collective bargaining agreements; and protection 

was available only against unions actually representing the plaintiffs. 

By the time the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was passed, the duty had been 
greatly extended. Workers subject to the National Labor Relations Act 

were also protected.\(^5\) The duty had to be met not only when the collec-
tive agreement was negotiated and written but also when it was admin-
istered in the grievance process.\(^5\) And a union was prohibited from 

making agreements that discriminatorily invaded the employment rights 
of workers that it did not actually represent.\(^5\)

Although the fair representation duty has been put to some fruitful 

use in particular cases,\(^6\) unfortunately its total impact on employment

\(^{55}\) 323 U.S. 192, 202-03 (1944).

\(^{56}\) Herring, supra note 52, at 115-28, 140-45.

\(^{57}\) See Humphrey v. Moore, 375 U.S. 335 (1964); Syres v. Oil Workers Int'l Union, 


\(^{58}\) See Humphrey v. Moore, 375 U.S. 335 (1964); Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41 

(1957), noted in 36 N.C.L. Rev. 529 (1958).

\(^{59}\) Brotherhood of R.R. Trainmen v. Howard, 343 U.S. 768 (1952), noted in 52 

COLUM. L. REV. 1058 (1952); 41 GEO. L.J. 96 (1952); 5 STAN. L. REV. 135 (1952). As to 

the reach of the Howard doctrine, compare Rumbaugh v. Winifred R.R., 331 F.2d 530, 

534 (4th Cir.), cert. denied, 379 U.S. 929 (1964), with Summers, Collective Power and 

Individual Rights in the Collective Agreement—A Comparison of Swedish and American 


\(^{60}\) See Richardson v. Texas & N.O.R.R., 242 F.2d 230 (5th Cir. 1957) (failure to allege 

that the bargaining agreement is discriminatory on its face does not foreclose judicial 

inquiry); Central of Ga. Ry. v. Jones, 229 F.2d 648 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 353 U.S. 848 

(1956) (remedies of re-employment and damages run against the Railway); Dillard v. 

Chesapeake & O. Ry., 199 F.2d 948 (4th Cir. 1952) (reversal of trial court dismissal—discrimi-

nation, to be actionable need not arise out of a formal contract), on remand, 136 F. 

Supp. 689 (S.D.W. Va. 1955) (set down for trial on genuine issues of fact); Rolax v. 

Atlantic Coast Line R.R., 186 F.2d 473 (4th Cir. 1951), reversing 91 F. Supp. 585 (E.D. 

Va. 1950) (railroad's discrimination did not excuse union additions to the pattern— 

contract voided; damages to be awarded; assessment of attorneys' fees on the defendant is 

within sound discretion of the trial court); Hunter v. Atchison, T. & S.F. Ry., 42 L.R.R.M. 

2726 (N.D. Ill. 1958) (In 1944, the Negroes' job rights had been wiped out as a result of
discrimination has been minimized as a result of weaknesses inherent in its judicial character and limitations of its scope.61

administrative sanction given by the National Railroad Adjustment Board to an agreement between the Railway and the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen. The Negroes, who had no notice of or opportunity to intervene in the proceedings, obtained a temporary restraining order on October 31, 1944. Such injunctions remained in effect until the present decision, when the Board was enjoined to re-open the case, giving the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, as petitioners' representatives, both notice and hearing. The railroad and the trainmen were enjoined from fulfilling their agreement until the re-opened case had been decided.); Butler v. Celotex Corp., 3 RACE REL. L. REP. 503 (E.D. La. 1958) (consent decree to eliminate racial discrimination in seniority and job opportunity); Clark v. Norfolk & W. Ry., 37 L.R.R.M. 2685 (W.D. Va. 1956) (injunction against dual seniority agreement), 3 RACE REL. L. REP. 988 (W.D. Va. 1958) (both compensatory and punitive damages granted); Mitchell v. Gulf, M. & O.R.R., 91 F. Supp. 175 (N.D. Ala. 1950), aff'd sub nom. Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen v. Mitchell, 190 F.2d 308 (5th Cir. 1951) (Steele covers subtle as well as explicit discrimination, injunction and damages); Salvant v. Louisville & N.R.R., 83 F. Supp. 391 (W.D. Ky. 1949) (Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen enjoined pendente lite from conducting negotiations as petitioners' representative). But see Cooks v. Brotherhood of Ry. Carmen, Local 991, 338 F.2d 59 (5th Cir. 1964), cert. denied, 85 Sup. Ct. 1337 (1965) (failure of proof); Whitfield v. United Steelworkers, Local 2708, 263 F.2d 546 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 360 U.S. 936 (1959) (suit by five Negro members of an integrated local alleging subtle discrimination); Syres v. Oilworkers Int'l Union, Local 23, 257 F.2d 479 (5th Cir. 1958), cert. denied, 358 U.S. 929 (1959) (On remand from the Supreme Court, see note 57, supra, the district court entered a judgment adverse to the Negro petitioners. The court of appeals, affirming, held the claims presented were individual and there could be no general recovery of damages in the class action. And as to the specific plaintiffs, there was no proof of injury.); Conley v. Gibson, 49 L.R.R.M. 2635 (S.D. Tex. 1961) (on remand from the Supreme Court, see note 58 supra) (To have standing to sue for a class, the plaintiffs must show personal injury. Neither monetary injury, nor injury resulting from the existence of segregated locals was demonstrated. Thus, the action was dismissed.); Washington v. Central of Ga. Ry., 174 F. Supp. 33 (M.D. Ga. 1958), aff'd per curiam sub nom. Marshall v. Central of Ga. Ry., 268 F.2d 445 (5th Cir. 1959), cert. denied, 361 U.S. 943 (1960) (This was an action by five Negroes seeking to intervene in an action, commenced on December 12, 1949, for a rule to show cause why the railroad and the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen should not be held in contempt for alleged violations of a consent decree permanently en- joining them and others from enforcing the Southeastern Carriers Conference Agreement of February 18, 1941, which had established dual lines of seniority. The court held that the present policy and practices were reasonable and were not founded upon racial discrimi- nation.)

61 See generally Herring, supra note 52, at 113-48. Herring engaged in careful and intensive analysis of the racial fair representation cases, and he communicated with the attorneys in these cases. In an unpublished version of his article, he reported that "in theory, the doctrine of fair representation assures Negroes that their jobs cannot be affected by unfairness on the part of their collective bargaining representatives. In fact, Negro workers have made extremely limited use of judicial coercion under the Steele standard; and when they have tried to take advantage of its apparent protection, they have secured only a slight practical amelioration of their position." Herring, The Doctrine of Fair Representation in the Hands of the Courts and the National Labor Relations Board (unpublished Divisional Paper, Yale Law School, 1965, on file at the Yale Law Library).

Nowhere are the weaknesses and limitations of the judicially enforced duty of fair representation more dramatically manifested than in its use to oppose harmful racial discrimination on the part of the Railroad Brotherhoods. See materials cited note 54, supra; SPERO & HARRIS, THE BLACK WORKERS 284-315 (1931); Herring, supra note 52, at 113-28; Comment,
The basic weaknesses of the judicially nurtured and enforced duty are interrelated. First, courts are essentially neutral agencies that do not customarily prosecute; they merely adjudicate claims that are brought before them on a case-by-case basis. Such adjudications are exceedingly time consuming, for extensive inquiry into the facts in the particular case is necessary and there are endless procedural ways in which proceedings can be lengthened. Second, attempted suits may fail without decision on the merits, for it is within the power of unfriendly judges to impose "numerous procedural and technical barriers which tend to restrict effective protection of employees." Third, there is no government apparatus to prosecute fair representation claims in the courts; consequently, there is no centralized enforcement of the duty. Fourth, lacking government prosecution, the individual Negro worker and such civil rights or other organizations as are willing to support him bear the burden of initiating and prosecuting claims and stand the risk of paying for enforcement.

Because these adjudications are expensive, time consuming and precarious, suit is undertaken only by the most outraged of individuals and only in critical circumstances.

Judicial Regulation of the Railway Brotherhood's Discriminatory Practices, 1953 Wis. L. Rev. 516. Of particular note, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, defendant in the Steele case, has been an unsuccessful respondent in the Supreme Court in two other such cases. Until recently, nevertheless, it continued to maintain a "Caucasians only" clause in its constitution and, it is clear, it has used its "lily-white" policy to the extreme detriment of those Negroes who have been unfortunate enough to come within the ambit of its collective bargaining powers. As to cases that the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen has defended in the Supreme Court, see Graham v. Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, 338 U.S. 232 (1949); Steele v. Louisville & N.R.R., 323 U.S. 192 (1944); Tunstall v. Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, 323 U.S. 210 (1944). See also Oliphant v. Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, 262 F.2d 359 (6th Cir. 1958), cert. denied, 359 U.S. 935 (1959).

In Thompson v. Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, 316 F.2d 191, 192 n.1 (4th Cir. 1963) the court stated: "We note the unhappy fact that this litigation was begun more than four years ago, a circumstance for which the District Judge who tried the case was in no way responsible . . . ." The court's decision then necessitated a remand for a new trial. See also Blumrosen, The Worker and Three Phases of Unionism: Administrative and Judicial Control of the Worker-Union Relationship, 61 Mich. L. Rev. 1435, 1514 n.216 (1963) (chart of elapse of time in representative cases).

Id. at 1471.

See Wellington, supra note 52, at 1339; § U.S. Comm'n on Civil Rights, Report on Employment 145 (1961). Only a few instances have been reported in which counsel fees and costs have been awarded against contumacious parties. See Rolax v. Atlantic Coast Line R.R., 186 F.2d 473, 481 (4th Cir. 1951), reversing on other grounds 91 F. Supp. 585, 592 (E.D. Va. 1950); Clark v. Norfolk & W. Ry., 3 Race Rel. L. Rep. 988 (W.D. Va. 1958); Herring, supra note 52, at 145; cf. Brown v. County School Bd. of Frederick County, 327 F.2d 655 (4th Cir. 1964); Bell v. School Bd. of Powhatan County, 321 F.2d 494, 500 (4th Cir. 1963). Efforts might be made to build this body of precedents into a rule of general practice. Cf. § 706(e) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 78 Stat. 250 (1964); Note, 77 Harv. L. Rev. 1135 (1964).

Sometimes, on the other hand, these difficulties have been to the advantage of plain-
As presently refined, the judicially enforced duty of fair representation is subject to four major limitations. First, the duty is imposed only on unions. An employer is subject to legal sanction only when it is involved with a union in discriminatory action. When there is no union functioning or seeking to function as collective bargaining agent, as is often the case in the South, and when employers discriminate unilaterally, workers are not protected.

Second, even when unions are present, it does not appear that they are obliged to resist employer discrimination or to make reasonable efforts to overcome the effects of past discrimination. It has generally been held that a plaintiff must prove that, in drawing a challenged distinction, the defendants were, in fact, motivated by race. Situations often arise, however, in which the union and the employer are able to argue that distinctions were based upon other valid criteria. Instances have been reported in which allegedly discriminating parties have settled suits out of fear of great pecuniary expense should they lose in court. See Herring, supra note 52, at 141 n.141, 145 n.163.

Third, since only invidious discrimination, that is, discrimination not based on relevant differences, is prohibited, it has generally been held that a plaintiff must prove that, in drawing a challenged distinction, the defendants were, in fact, motivated by race. Situations often arise, however, in which the union and the employer are able to argue that distinctions were based upon other valid criteria. In such circumstances, plaintiffs. Instances have been reported in which allegedly discriminating parties have settled suits out of fear of great pecuniary expense should they lose in court. See Herring, supra note 52, at 141 n.141, 145 n.163.

66 See, e.g., Whitfield v. United Steelworkers Local 2708, 263 F.2d 546, 551 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 360 U.S. 902 (1959); Cox, supra note 52, at 156-57. But see Local 12, United Rubber Workers of America, 150 N.L.R.B. No. 18, 57 L.R.R.M. 1533 (1964); Sovern, supra note 52, at 578-82.

67 See Steele v. Louisville & N.R.R., 323 U.S. 192, 203 (1944), the Court said that the duty of fair representation "does not mean that the statutory representative of a craft is barred from making contracts which may have unfavorable effects on some of the members of the craft represented. Variations in the terms of the contract based on differences relevant to the authorized purposes of the contract in conditions to which they are to be applied, such as differences in seniority, the type of work performed, the competence and skill with which it is performed, are within the scope of the bargaining representation of a craft, all of whose members are not identical in their interest or merit." See also Humphrey v. Moore, 375 U.S. 335 (1964); Ford Motor Co. v. Huffman, 345 U.S. 330, 338 (1953).


Title VII explicitly requires proof of intent to discriminate. §§ 706(g), 707, 78 Stat. 261. As to problems of proof under title VH see generally Comment, 32 U. Chi. L. REV. 430, 458-66 (1965).

most courts have required that the plaintiff prove that these criteria were pretextuous. Under this approach, it is exceedingly difficult to reach and remedy the more subtle discriminatory devices. In addition, although job applicants appear to be protected by the duty, difficulties of proof limit its usefulness almost exclusively to protection of persons already employed. Two recent decisions, however, indicate a new judicial tendency toward requiring union and employer to bear the burden of demonstrating that their allegedly legitimate reasons for discriminating were, in fact, the criteria that motivated them. It is also possible that the courts could adopt a salutary rule that upon a prima facie demonstration of racial discrimination or of circumstances that give rise to a strong inference of such discrimination—for example, absence or extreme underrepresentation of Negro employees or union members—the burden of proof permanently shifts and union and employer must not only go forward with the proof, but must also bear the burden of persuasion.

Fourth, probably because of the clear congressional purpose not to "impair the right of a labor organization to prescribe its own rules with respect to the acquisition or retention of membership therein," the courts have been loathe to extend the statutory duty of fair representation to proscribe racial exclusion from union membership. But, unless Negroes

---

70 See Sovern, supra note 52, at 584-86. The difficulty arises from the current requirement that it must be proven that such devices as union controlled hiring halls and admissions tests are in fact discriminatorily administered. In Local 357, Int'l Bhd. of Teamsters v. NLRB, 365 U.S. 667, 676-77 (1961), the Court held: "[T]he hiring hall, under the law as it stands, is a matter of negotiation between the parties [union and management]. The Board has no power to compel directly or indirectly that the hiring hall be included or excluded in collective agreements... Its power, so far as here relevant... is confined to determining whether discrimination has in fact been practiced." As to the general legality of skill tests, see § 8(f) of the NLRA, 73 Stat. 545 (1959), 29 U.S.C. § 158(f) (1964). But cf. Local 2, Plumbers & Pipefitters, 152 N.L.R.B. No. 114, 119 L.R.R.M. 1234 (1965). See also Stout v. Construction Laborers Dist. Council, 226 F. Supp. 673 (N.D. Ill. 1963) (suit to enjoin racial discrimination in "hiring hall" pre-empted by NLRB jurisdiction). The problem of NLRB pre-emption is considered infra when the NLRB is considered generally.


are guaranteed equality of opportunity to become union members, there can be no such thing as "fair" representation if this is to mean representation that is not differentiated according to race.\textsuperscript{76} Union decisional processes are political, the officers and bureaucrats respond to votes and to other political stimuli. It cannot be expected that Negroes, excluded from membership and participation in the union, will be represented equally with whites who are members and who are able to participate. And, not only does exclusion adversely affect Negroes' conditions of employment, but it also renders them incapable of sharing in fringe benefits that are available within the union—for example, death benefits, legal services and advice, and group insurance programs—and further augments their "badges of inferiority." Requirement of non-discrimination in union membership policies will not be a panacea for union racial discrimination or apathy, but once in the union the Negro at least begins to have a fighting chance. His vote can be counted. He is also in a better position to apply to superior union councils for responsible action against discrimination by his local union\textsuperscript{76} and he may also be able to obtain judicial and administrative protection, under the Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959, for his political rights within the union.\textsuperscript{77}

Were it not that the new membership requirements of title VII of the Civil Rights Act probably render it unnecessary, it is highly likely that the Supreme Court, to avoid a constitutional determination, would have found it necessary to extend the duty of fair representation to include non-discrimination in union membership.\textsuperscript{78} The Court may yet have


\textsuperscript{78} See, e.g., Sovern, supra note 52, at 583-84; Wellington, supra note 75, at 372-74; Petition for Certiorari, pp. 15-21, Oliphant v. Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, 262 F.2d 359 (1958), cert. denied, 359 U.S. 935 (1959). Argument has been made in a similar fashion that despite legislative history to the contrary, see, e.g., 105 Cong. Rec. 15535-36 (1959), 2 LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF THE LABOR MANAGEMENT REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE ACT OF
to face the issue, for title VII does not go into full effect until 1969, and even then it does not purport to cover all unions. Furthermore, the NAACP intends, in the meantime, to press the issue in the courts,\textsuperscript{70} while the National Labor Relations Board has held that it cannot constitutionally assist unions that exclude Negroes in becoming or remaining statutory collective bargaining agents.\textsuperscript{80}

Despite these developments, as a generality all that now can safely be said about the vitality and probable form of the judicially enforced duty of fair representation is that prediction is made difficult by the advent of title VII. Once the title becomes viable, it is not clear that anyone challenging alleged discrimination will want to employ the cumbersome judicial procedures and vague rules of the Steele case and its progeny. Certain significant advantages accrue under title VII: Unilateral discrimination by employers can be remedied, the courts are expressly invited to relieve plaintiffs of the expenses of prosecution, and provision is made for government support of private litigation. If fair representation actions are brought, there may nevertheless be a tendency on the part of courts, because of the legal climate created by the Civil Rights Act, to give wider scope and more effective protection under the Steele doctrine, but the result may be just the opposite. The courts may be reluctant to provide remedies under this doctrine precisely because more specifically tailored remedies are available under the Civil Rights Act, which also offers courts the opportunity of avoiding decision by requiring exhaustion of available state remedies and possibly as well invocation of federal administrative proceedings. It is not too much to hope, on the other hand, that in conducting judicial proceedings under title VII the courts will import whatever good can be found in the orthodox fair representation cases while also avoiding their unfortunate pitfalls.

There is one way in which the policy of fair representation may be judicially refined to complement the new title VII remedies. The Supreme Court has recently held that individual workers, who allege that they

\textsuperscript{70} Letter from Barbara A. Morris, Associate Counsel of the N.A.A.C.P. to the author, Aug. 27, 1964. A case currently being litigated by the N.A.A.C.P. in which the issue is raised is Howard v. St. Louis, S.F. Ry., Civil No. 62 C 358 (3) (E.D. Mo., Dec. 30, 1963) (denials of motions to dismiss and for summary judgment); see Herring, supra note 52, at 138.

\textsuperscript{80} Local 1, Independent Metal Workers Union, 147 N.L.R.B. No. 166, 56 L.R.R.M. 1289 (1964); Pioneer Bus Co., 140 N.L.R.B. 54 (1962).
have not been given their due under a collective bargaining agreement, have a federal right to sue for breach of the agreement and of the duty of fair representation. Possibly recognizing a more satisfactory approach than external judicial review, the Court further indicated that interested individuals may have a right to intervene and participate in grievance and arbitration proceedings whereby collective agreements are administered and individuals' rights under them are determined. Other courts, moreover, have held not only that individuals possess the right to intervene and participate, but that they may also invoke the grievance and arbitral processes if their collective bargaining agents refuse to do so.

There is no reason why an individual who is aggrieved because of alleged racial discrimination in the administration of a collective agreement should not be able to avail himself of such judicial or internal actions.

Furthermore, the growing practice of incorporating non-discrimination clauses into collective agreements and the demonstrated willingness of arbitrators to enforce such clauses augurs well for the usefulness, in


82 See, e.g., Donnelly v. United Fruit Co., 40 N.J. 61, 190 A.2d 825 (1963). Contra, e.g., Black-Clawson Co. v. International Ass'n of Machinists, 313 F.2d 179 (2d Cir. 1962); cf. Republic Steel Corp. v. Maddox, 379 U.S. 650 (1965) (exhaustion of grievance procedure required before suit may be brought under § 301).

83 See Givens, supra note 78, at 296-301; Greenberg, supra note 75, at 177-78; Kammholz, supra note 29, at 466.


Each case in which a claim under a non-discrimination clause has been turned down
the racial context, of techniques of individual participation in the internal administrative processes of collective bargaining.88

IV
THE CONSTITUTION, STATE ACTION, AND EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION

Arguments that employment discrimination violates the Constitution are primarily based on the equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment: "No State shall ... deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws."87 As interpreted in the controlling decisions of the Supreme Court, only discriminatory governmental or "state action" is prohibited.88 But the state need not directly undertake discriminatory action for such to be "state action" in the constitutional sense. State requirement,89 involvement,90 sanction or ratification,91 sup-


86 As to the advantages and desirability of individual participation, see generally, e.g., Givens, supra note 78, at 296-301; Rosen, The Individual Worker in Grievance Arbitration: Still Another Look at the Problem, 24 Md. L. Rev. 233 (1964); Summers, Individual Rights in Collective Agreements and Arbitration, 37 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 362 (1962).

87 The fourteenth amendment requirement, imposed on states, is also imposed on the federal government under the fifth amendment. See note 24 supra.


port\textsuperscript{92} or enforcement\textsuperscript{93} has been held sufficient to convert otherwise private discrimination into that of the state. Furthermore, private agencies performing the functions of the state have been held to fall within the prohibitory edicts of the Constitution\textsuperscript{94} as have private agencies that appear for all intents and purposes to be the state.\textsuperscript{95}

Using the various state action concepts that have been refined so far by the Supreme Court, it is possible to argue that in many circumstances ostensibly private employment discrimination violates the Constitution. Labor unions, sanctioned, supported and protected by government in their collective bargaining capacities might generally be held subject to constitutional standards.\textsuperscript{96} Employers who fill government contracts or who perform government projects are arguably performing government functions. Government may be said to be involved in otherwise private action when it subsidizes, supports and supervises employment training programs or employment agencies or employers. Going beyond the doctrines thus far refined in court decisions, it can be argued that general permission, license or regulation by government is sufficient government action or involvement to warrant the imposition of constitutional requirements.\textsuperscript{97} Such a position, or even a more extended one, might be justified by the fact that, in our contemporary mass society, the power exercised by labor unions and corporate and other employers, and indeed by many other such "voluntary private associations," is very like the political

\begin{footnotes}
\item[92] Cooper v. Aaron, 358 U.S. 1, 19 (1958).
\end{footnotes}
power of government insofar as the exercise of such associational power greatly affects important interests of the subject individuals. Starting from such a view of organizations and society, it has been recommended that significant private centers of power should, as petit governments, be subjected to constitutional requirements that are protective of individual rights.

No Supreme Court decision has yet held that a union or an employer is constitutionally required not to discriminate. The Steele doctrine, however, was formulated in recognition that the favored statutory status of labor unions might be sufficient to constitute their collective bargaining conduct government action. And Justice Murphy, concurring in the Steele case, did reach the constitutional issue and would have held that labor unions were prohibited from discriminating in membership. A similar holding was actually made by the Supreme Court of Kansas in 1946.

And the California Supreme Court also early held, in the light of constitutional implications, that it was unlawful for a racially closed union to be tied to a union shop. There have, in addition, been a number of very recent decisions applying constitutional standards to employment.

---


103 Thompson v. Moore Drydock Co., 27 Cal. 2d 595, 165 P.2d 901 (1946); Williams v. International Bhd. of Boilermakers, 27 Cal. 2d 586, 165 P.2d 903 (1946); James v. Marinship Corp., 25 Cal. 2d 721, 155 P.2d 329 (1944). The California rule was that unions could either restrict membership on the grounds of race but not limit access to employment only to union members, or they could restrict employment only to members and not limit membership on racial grounds.
discrimination. The National Labor Relations Board has held that, under the Constitution, it cannot continue the certification of a union that discriminates in membership.\(^\text{104}\) A federal appellate court has held that the rule of *Brown v. Board of Education*,\(^\text{105}\) prohibiting segregation in public schools, is fully applicable to vocational and technical schools.\(^\text{106}\) A federal district court has held that an apprenticeship training program, operated by union and management but supported, regulated, and supervised by state and federal government agencies and specifically called upon to supply apprentices to work on the construction of a United States courthouse and office building, was subject to constitutional requirements of non-discrimination.\(^\text{107}\) Finally, a state court in New York held that a union’s filial preference system in its apprenticeship program rendered it impossible for Negroes to gain admission and consequently violated both state fair employment law and the fourteenth amendment.\(^\text{108}\)

Even with the passage of the Civil Rights Acts of 1964, it can be expected, for a number of reasons, that attempts will continue to be made to establish constitutional prohibitions against employment discrimination. First, impatience with other anti-discrimination machinery is likely to give birth to renewed attempts to apply the standard doctrines and to breed pressure to seek court acceptance and application of the more far-reaching concepts of state action. Second, constitutional argument is also likely to remain tempting for there is at least a psychological advantage to be gained by having an anti-discrimination program that is founded directly on constitutional or fundamental, rather than mere statutory, requirement. Third, under a full-blown constitutional approach it might be contended, with enhanced hope of general success, that unions and employers must affirmatively resist discrimination by other parties. Fourth, it might also be pressed that the Constitution imposes an affirma-

\(^{104}\) Local 1, Independent Metal Workers Union, 147 N.L.R.B. No. 166, 56 L.R.R.M. 1289 (1964); Pioneer Bus Co., 140 N.L.R.B. 54 (1962).

\(^{105}\) 347 U.S. 483 (1954).

\(^{106}\) Mapp v. Board of Educ., 319 F.2d 571 (6th Cir. 1963).


tive obligation to overcome and compensate the effects of past discriminatory practices,\textsuperscript{109} for example, that there would be an obligation not only to abolish dual seniority lists but also one to prepare and train Negroes so that they may bid on the better jobs to which their accrued seniority would entitle them.\textsuperscript{110} Finally, even in cases in which constitutional theories are not adopted, they might have ancillary usefulness. Courts faced with well constructed constitutional arguments that they would prefer not to resolve are often capable of finding other ways to give the plaintiff what he seeks. The \textit{Steele} doctrine, for example, was formulated in part to avoid constitutional decision as was the Supreme Court's decision that title II of the Civil Rights Act interdicted state prosecutions of participants in peaceful sit-in demonstrations.\textsuperscript{111}

Although initially tempting, constitutional arguments are likely to prove to be ill-suited to the task of remediing employment discrimination, particularly as the more crass forms of discrimination fall by the wayside and it becomes clearer that problems of employment discrimination are very much tied to broader problems of automation, underemployment, and unemployment.\textsuperscript{112} If justified and fruitful use is to be made of constitutional arguments, it has become acutely necessary that the arguments be exceedingly well constructed and that the possible consequences of both victory and defeat be carefully considered. The prospect that a constitutional argument might be held invalid increases in a number of circumstances: when progressively subtle discrimination is challenged,\textsuperscript{113}


\textsuperscript{112} See Countryman, \textit{supra} note 99, at 89; Ming, \textit{Critique on "The Constitution and Job Discrimination"}, 39 \textit{Wash. L. Rev.} 104 (1964). On the relation between employment discrimination and unemployment see, \textit{e.g.}, the materials cited note 4 \textit{supra}.

\textsuperscript{113} It has in fact been ruled by one federal appellate court that "demands of a larger proportion of jobs available from private employers has \textit{sic} no... constitutional foundation." Baines v. Danville, 337 F.2d 579, 586 (4th Cir. 1964). See also Gaynor v. Rockefeller, 58 L.R.R.M. 2260, 2263 (N.Y.C.A. 1965).
when very advanced theories of state action are prompted, and when the Constitution is used more as an offensive weapon—for example to require special compensatory treatment of Negroes—than as a defense against continued active discrimination.\textsuperscript{114} Other than loss of the particular case or point, which may itself be significant, the most important consequence of losing a constitutional argument is that it may appear that more has been lost than was lost in fact. At its extreme, the danger is that it will falsely appear to many that the end sought to be achieved by the rejected constitutional argument is itself prohibited by the Constitution;\textsuperscript{116} consequently, lower level political and legal attempts to achieve the desired end will become more difficult.

Even a successful constitutional argument may not be an unmixed blessing. The proponent of an argument premised, for example, on an expansive view of state action, might find that he has won more than he bargained for or even desired. A victory might result in the wholesale introduction of constitutional standards and guarantees into union and employer activity.\textsuperscript{116} And, while it might be appropriate for courts to impose a constitutional prohibition against racial discrimination on an organization generally thought to be in the private sector, it does not necessarily follow that it would be wise for them to hold the organization subject to constitutional standards of, for example, religious freedom, free speech and fair trial.\textsuperscript{117} Although it might be possible to limit constitutional penetration to prohibition of racial discrimination and attendant improprieties,\textsuperscript{118} it is likely that the courts would prefer not to face

\textsuperscript{114} Cf. Bell v. School City of Gary, Indiana, 213 F. Supp. 819 (N.D. Ind.), \textit{aff'd}, 324 F.2d 209 (7th Cir. 1963), \textit{cert. denied}, 377 U.S. 924 (1964) (the state has no affirmative constitutional obligation to eliminate \textit{de facto} school segregation).

\textsuperscript{115} The evening the Supreme Court denied certiorari in the \textit{Bell} case, note 114 \textit{supra}, a news commentator for NBC made such an interpretation of the Court's action. Not only was this interpretation incorrect in that a decision that the state is not constitutionally required to redraw school lines is in no way a decision that it may not do so, but it was incorrect as well in that the only meaning that can be applied to the Supreme Court's denial of certiorari is that less than four members of the Court voted to hear the case. The Supreme Court had not even passed upon the issues that were raised on the appeal.


\textsuperscript{117} Compare the fears of Blumrosen, \textit{Legal Protection Against Exclusion From Union Activities}, 22 Ohio St. L.J. 21, 31-33 (1961); Cox, \textit{supra} note 96, at 619-20; \textit{Ellis, supra} note 96, at 594-95; \textit{Wellington, supra} note 96, at 372, with the willingness of \textit{Miller, Private Governments and the Constitution} (1959); \textit{Berle, Constitutional Limitations on Corporate Activity—Protection of Personal Rights from Invasion Through Economic Power}, 100 U. Pa. L. Rev. 933 (1952); \textit{Berle, Legal Problems of Economic Power}, 60 Colum. L. Rev. 4 (1960); \textit{Howe, supra} note 99, at 95; \textit{Miller, The Constitutional Law of the "Security State"}, 10 Stan. L. Rev. 620 (1958).

\textsuperscript{118} Such a limitation might be based on the fact that while "it may have been intended that 'equal protection' go forth into wider fields than the racial, . . . history puts
the problem at all. Before the passage of the Civil Rights Act, the courts, because of social necessity, may have been comparatively willing to take the risks involved in applying and extending the doctrine of state action, but with the availability of statutory remedies, and the consequent decrease in necessity, courts will most likely avoid constitutional issues whenever possible.\textsuperscript{110}

V

SELF-HELP AND THE LAW

Basically there are two kinds of self-help activities, directed toward remedy of employment discrimination, that warrant consideration in the context of potential legal response: First, there is self-corrective action undertaken by agencies of employment, particularly unions and employers, that formerly discriminated; second, there is self-help or "direct action," as resorted to by representatives and allies of the class that has been subjected to discrimination.

A. Legal Protection for Good Faith Union Anti-Discrimination Activities

Initially, it might appear that the most fruitful place to look for union action would be on the level of the AFL-CIO. Good work can certainly it entirely out of doubt that the chief and all-dominating purpose was to ensure equal protection for the Negro." Black, The Lawfulness of the Segregation Decisions, 69 YALE L.J. 421, 423 (1960); accord, Slaughter House Cases, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36, 68-73 (1872); Strader v. West Virginia, 100 U.S. 303, 306-08 (1879).

\textsuperscript{110}See the cases cited note 111 supra. Before the passage of the Civil Rights Act it might also have been possible to press the courts to use the federal antitrust laws to oppose employment discrimination. See The Sherman Act, 26 Stat. 209 (1890), as amended, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1-7 (1964); Marcus, Civil Rights and the Anti-Trust Laws, 18 U. CHI. L. REV. 171 (1951); Robison, Giving Reality to the Promise of Job Equality, 1 LAW IN TRANSITION Q. 104, 107 (1964). Such actions would, when involving labor unions, have had to overcome the exemption that labor unions generally enjoy from the coverage of the antitrust laws. United States v. Hutcheson, 312 U.S. 219 (1941); see Winter, Collective Bargaining and Competition: The Application of Antitrust Standards to Union Activities, 73 YALE L.J. 14 (1963). Unions are not exempt, however, when they participate with non-labor groups, particularly management, in activities illicit under the antitrust laws. Allen Bradley Co. v. Local 3, Int'l Bhd. of Elec. Workers, 325 U.S. 797 (1945); see Bernhardt, The Allen Bradley Doctrine: An Accommodation of Conflicting Policies, 110 U. PA. L. REV. 1094 (1962). And there has been one successful private action involving collusion to discriminatorily monopolize a labor market. Menifee v. Local 74, Lathers Int'l Union, 3 RACE REL. L. REP. 507 (N.D. Ill. 1958) (consent decree); see GREENBERG, RACE RELATIONS AND AMERICAN LAW 185-86 (1959). But see Waters v. Paschen Contractors, Inc., 227 F. Supp. 659 (N.D. Ill. 1964); cf. Apex Hosiery v. Leader, 310 U.S. 469 (1940). Aside from the difficulties of framing proper issues under existing antitrust law, the major drawback but also the chief advantage of the antitrust device is that litigation of such cases is exceedingly difficult, time consuming and expensive. See Herring, The "Fair Representation" Doctrine: An Effective Weapon Against Union Racial Discrimination?, 24 MD. L. REV. 113, 141 n.141 (1964) (comment of counsel for Local 74 of the Lathers as to why the Menifee case was settled); \textit{id.} at 145 n.163 (comment of counsel for the plaintiff Negroes as to why they agreed to settle the case).
be accomplished by the Federation, but it is generally work of an educational, persuasive or conciliatory nature. Although the AFL-CIO has a functioning civil rights apparatus, unfortunately it has no real power to force its will upon constituent international members that engage in or tolerate racial discrimination. Its only coercive power over affiliate international unions is the power of expulsion, and the Federation’s President, George Meany, has, for what he considers good reasons, announced that this power will not be used in the context of racial discrimination. In addition, the Federation has no direct control over its affiliates’ locals, and it is on that level that most significant union discrimination arises.

Actually it is with international and national unions that the best potential for legally supported remedial activity can be found. Although the local union is generally the seedbed of union racial discrimination, the international is “more conspicuous and it is relatively easy to bring moral pressure to bear on it.” And, unlike the AFL-CIO, when moved to act, the international is not limited to methods of education and persuasion; it can apply broad powers of control over members and locals. Subject to limitations of law and the union constitution, it is, for example, within


Despite the limitation on coercion, the AFL-CIO is increasingly taking a role in eliminating union discrimination. See, e.g., Raskin, Labor and Civil Rights, N.Y. Times, May 20, 1964, p. 33, col. 2 (intercession of Meany in Plumbers’ dispute discussed); N.Y. Times, June 9, 1964, p. 19, col. 3; N.Y. Times, Sept. 3, 1964, p. 1, col. 6; 57 L.R.R. 157 (1964) (comment of an official of the labor relations section of the Chamber of Commerce on the fact that the “AFL-CIO has announced that unions will assist persons to file charges of discrimination”).

124. See, e.g., Norgren, Employing the Negro in American Industry 146 (1959); 3 U.S. Comm’n on Civil Rights, op. cit. supra note 120, at 141 (1961).
the power of an international union to certify and decertify local unions; place locals under trusteeship; merge locals; discipline local officers; discipline local members, who are automatically members of the international; and adjudicate appeals that are taken from local disciplinary action. Such international action must conform to the requirements of the union constitution and to such state law as regulates internal union relations and discipline.127 International action must also be in accord with the federal government’s Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act,128 provisions of which constitute a bill of substantive and procedural rights for union members and govern the imposition of trusteeships and the conduct of elections.

Before the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, many international unions established civil rights machinery129 and forceful steps were taken by some unions to eliminate or oppose local discrimination. For example, trusteeships have been imposed to eliminate discrimination, segregated locals have been merged to create bi-racial locals and the charters of segregated locals have been revoked and re-issued to new integrated ones.130 Now that the Civil Rights Act imposes statutory requirements of non-discrimination on unions, one may expect a sharp increase in self-corrective activities. It is also likely that reviewing courts and administrative agencies will hold in many circumstances that good faith implementation of anti-discrimination policies constitutes proper grounds for an international to invoke discipline, place a local under trusteeship, set aside local election or perhaps even disqualify a candidate.

The United States Labor Department has already indicated its willingness to ratify anti-discrimination action by an international. Thus far the question has arisen only in relation to the Department’s enforcement of


129 An increasing number of international unions are establishing more effective civil rights apparatus. See Roster of Civil Rights Committees of National and International Unions Affiliated with the AFL-CIO (AFL-CIO mimeo. Oct., 1961); 3 U.S. COMM’N ON CIVIL RIGHTS, op. cit. supra note 120, at 142; see also AFL-CIO, Policy Resolutions Adopted November 1963 by the Fifth Constitutional Convention 91-92 (1964).


title III of the Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act, which governs the imposition and conduct of trusteeships. In the one case in which a ruling was required, the Department declined to find that there was probable cause to believe that a violation of title III resulted when a trusteeship was imposed to eliminate segregation in the facilities of a local union hall.

Two court decisions, subsequent to the passage of the Civil Rights Act, portend a judicial willingness both to sanction good faith attempts to end discrimination and to assure that alleged anti-discrimination steps do not in fact exacerbate the effects of the old discriminations. Both cases involved actions brought to forestall attempts by international unions to achieve ostensibly anti-discriminatory ends by merging formerly segregated locals. In the first of these cases, merger was opposed by the white local. The case involved an attempt by the American Federation of Musicians to merge Chicago Local 208, a Negro local having approximately 1,100 members, with Chicago Local 10, a white local having approximately 12,000 members. Local 10 had originally recommended merger, but voluntary negotiations over the arrangements broke down. The International Executive Board then recommended a merger guaranteeing to the members of Local 208 the exclusive right, over a period of six years, to elect certain officers in the merged local. The membership of Local 10 rejected the proposal and when the International attempted to place the local under trusteeship, suit was brought in federal district court. After a hearing, preliminary and permanent injunctions were denied, for the court held that the local and its members had failed to exhaust available internal union remedies. The court also went on to approve the purpose of the trusteeship and merger plan. It stated that no provision of the Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act had been violated and, despite the temporary establishment of different racial classes, it declared that, since the purpose of the plan conformed to that of title VII of the Civil Rights Act, even if the title had been in effect it would not have been breached. The second merger case involved the Tobacco Workers Inter-

132 See U.S. COMM'N ON CIVIL RIGHTS, op. cit. supra note 120, at 141 (the incident involved the Memphis, Tennessee local of the UAW). The only other trusteeship incident concerning racial questions in which the Labor Department was involved was settled before the Department could make a ruling. See ibid.; IM No. 037915, Bureau of Labor-Management and Welfare-Pension Reports (use of funds by Local 371, Front Royal, Virginia, of the Textile Workers Union to aid a segregated school).
133 Chicago Fed'n of Musicians, Local 10 v. American Fed'n of Musicians, 57 L.R.R.M. 2227 (N.D. Ill. 1964). The court was quite explicit in its view that the merger proposal and the trusteeship were both reasonable and for a lawful purpose of promoting integration. The court consequently held that the International's actions were undertaken for a legitimate purpose under § 302 of the LMRDA, 73 Stat. 531 (1959), 29 U.S.C. § 462 (1964), and
national Union. Local 208, a Negro local in Durham, North Carolina, brought suit in federal district court against the International, alleging a violation of title III of the Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act. Local 208 opposed the International's action in taking control of the local and transferring its membership to the previously all-white Local 176. Upon transfer into Local 176, all former members of Local 208 were to be placed behind all of the members of Local 176 for seniority and other purposes regardless of whether their accrued seniority was actually greater than that of any or all of Local 176's members. Local 208, attempting to challenge the merger plan before the National Labor Relations Board and the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity, sought to save the status quo pending such proceedings. To assure proper adjudication of the claim, the district court enjoined the International from imposing a trusteeship on the plaintiff local or revoking its charter or depriving it or its members of any lawful rights until the NLRB took jurisdiction.

Examination of the few inconclusive or incomplete court and adminis-


134 McKissick, Seniority Rights, Integration and Equal Employment Opportunities: Destruction of Negro Locals—Local 208 Durham, North Carolina (Memo-

randum to Civil Rights Leaders, Sept. 15, 1964). McKissick, who is counsel for Local 208, TWIU and National Chairman of CORE, wrote in a letter accompanying his memorandum:

The position of Local 208 is a complex one. The Negro seeks equal employ-

ment opportunities and hopes that this can be accomplished through integration. Merger of a white and a Negro local union achieves integration of the surviving local. But merger does not further equal employment opportunities for Negroes unless the seniority built up by a Negro employee while he was in a segregated Negro local is transferable to the integrated local for promotion to better jobs.

Many Negro locals in the tobacco industry and other industries throughout the South now recognize that their seniority interests must be protected at the time of such merger. Further, after merger there is often no way for a Negro minority to protect the interests of Negro employees through the Union: the grievance committees are often controlled by "lillywhites" [sic] who cannot and will not protect Negroes in a labor dispute or before a grievance committee; the executive committees and contract negotiation committees are the same. Such mergers actually can destroy the organized efforts of Negroes to pool their resources throughout the labor union movement in pursuit of equal employment opportunities.

Mergers have generally been hailed as a forward step toward integration, but the issue now before us is not integration but the protection of seniority rights. And seniority rights, especially in an industry whose labor force is being reduced in absolute numbers because of automation, means no more and no less than JOBS.

135 Daye v. Tobacco Workers Union, 57 L.R.R.M. 2397 (D.D.C. 1964). The court acted pursuant to § 101(a)(4) of the LMRDA, 73 Stat. 522 (1959), 29 U.S.C. § 411(a)(4) (1964), which provides that "No labor organization shall limit the right of any member thereof to institute an action in any court, or a proceeding before any admin-

istrative agency . . . ."
trative actions does not yet reveal a clear pattern of legal response to union self-help actions. Sufficient data should appear in the next few years so that observers will be able to ascertain the extent to which the law will permit unions a free hand in cleaning house. It is likely that unions will be allowed broad discretion in devising means of voluntary compliance, and more, with national and state anti-discrimination law. While this response would be useful, it is axiomatic that governmental agencies should not permit or ratify programs that give the appearance of progress without assuring real protection for Negroes, particularly for rights that may already have accrued even within systems of segregation.

B. Legal Support for Stockholder Activities to Compel or Promote Non-Discriminatory Employment Practices by Corporate Employers

Acting on their own initiative, a number of employers have adopted rather advanced positions in seeking to eliminate employment discrimination; some, in fact, have gone so far as to endorse and carry out concepts of compensatory justice by actively recruiting and cultivating Negroes as employees, even to the extent of favoring them over whites with substantially equivalent qualifications. Employer actions to eliminate racial

---

136 In addition to the court and Labor Department actions, the NLRB has had occasion to pass upon the imposition of a trusteeship in a context of racial dispute. The Board found that a trusteeship had been imposed on a Negro local as punishment for its having filed an unfair labor practices charge against an intermediate body of the International Longshoremen's Association in the course of an internal union dispute over racially discriminatory practices. The Board held that such action violated § 8(b)(1)(A) of the LMRA, 29 U.S.C. § 158(b), (1)(A) (1958), in that it coerced workers in the exercise of their rights under the Act, and it did not constitute permissible discipline. Local 1367, ILA, 148 N.L.R.B. No. 44, 57 L.R.R.M. 1083 (1964). This decision is easily limited to cases involving similar acts of punishment and retaliation, for it should be noted that the LMRA specifically prohibits employers from retaliating against employees who file unfair labor practice charges or who participate in proceedings brought under the Act, § 8(a)(4), 28 U.S.C. § 158(a)(4) (1958); it is not inappropriate to find a parallel prohibition against labor organizations. Cf. § 101(a)(4) of the LMRDA, quoted in note 135 supra. See also, Pepsi Bar, Inc., 59 L.R.R.M. 1094 (Pa. Labor Rel. Bd., 1965). Even though under trusteeship of parent union, a local union formed to aid Negro workers to gain representation and negotiate collective bargaining agreements is a labor organization under state law.

137 The following discussion is based largely on a memorandum prepared in 1964 by the Rutgers Law School Branch of the Law Students Civil Rights Research Council. The memorandum was made available to the author by Miss Shirley Fingerhood, a New York City attorney who acts as the Research Director for the student group.

discrimination do not raise legal problems conjured up by similar activities of labor unions. Unlike the case of labor unions, there is no legal provision for direct supervision of the internal means by which high-level corporate officials choose to exercise control over the functional components of the corporation, the lower levels of management, or the corporate bureaucracy in general. Legislative, judicial, and administrative rulings prohibiting employment discrimination can, of course, promote a general legal atmosphere that may further induce management to eliminate racial discrimination. The law otherwise has direct relevance in promoting self-help activities, however, not by corporate management but by the corporate owners. Even on this level, it is possible only to speculate about somewhat unlikely future legal responses that may be of dubious utility.

In the past, a few attempts have been made by stockholders in publicly held corporations to compel management to include non-discrimination and other "social" proposals in materials sent to all stockholders for consideration in proxy votes. In re Myart, 57 L.R.R. 265 (1964), aff'd as modified, sub nom. Motorola Inc. v. Illinois, 58 L.R.R.M. 2573 (Ill. Cir. Ct. 1965), in which the Illinois FEPC indicates that employers may be legally obligated to make allowances for cultural deprivation of Negro applicants. The advanced position taken by the trial examiner, see note 50, supra, was not reached.

Each such attempt has, however, failed in the courts and before the Security and Exchange Commission. The SEC, in fact, has adopted and applied an administrative rule that "general economic, political, racial, religious, social or similar causes" are not proper subjects for stockholder action. But, since the public policy of a great many states, and now of the nation, unequivocally requires non-discrimination in hiring and employment practices, it might be possible to argue to the courts or to the Commission that, in order to assure conformity to law and to avoid disruption of the corporate business as a result of legal or other actions to promote conformity to law, appropriate materials on this subject may be submitted by stockholders for consideration in proxy votes. It might also be possible to argue that stockholder
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action, most likely in the form of stockholders' derivative suits, to remove directors who willfully violate the law, by discriminating or by permitting discrimination, should be entertained. In addition, it might be possible to use the process of electing directors as a means of bringing management hiring practices into the open for consideration by stockholders and others. A stockholder could run or put someone up for office in the corporation and thereby solicit the other stockholders for their proxies.142 In his solicitation, such a stockholder would make statements revealing his platform; by judicious formulation of his views on employment discrimination, he could make it necessary for management also to reveal its position on that matter.

C. "Direct Action" and the Law

Self-help by members and allies of the class subject to discrimination takes various forms, many of which are characterized under the general label "direct action" techniques. "Direct action" covers a broad continuum of activities that ranges, for example, from boycotts of the products and services of employers or others who discriminate to picketing and to other measures that are more physically disruptive, such as sit-ins, lie-ins and chain-ins.143 Generally the underlying purpose of such activities discriminatory laws both by virtue of disrepute which may result in the eyes of millions of persons who are actual or potential customers, possible economic boycott of our product, and possible criminal prosecution and other legal action which may cause substantial pecuniary loss, it is resolved . . . that the Board of Directors is hereby instructed (requested) to determine whether the hiring policies have failed in any respect to comply with the requirements of Law which prohibits discrimination on account of race, religion, or national origin, to take all necessary steps, promptly, to eliminate any and all such non-compliance and to report to the stockholders in detail in the next annual report.19

It seems likely that it is only a question of time before the SEC will be called upon to allow or disallow such a proposal. Although the proposal could be interpreted to violate Rule 14a-8(c)(2), if it is carefully drafted to give the Commission ground to maneuver, it is not impossible that the Commission would, in the light of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and mounting pressures, find it politically inauspicious to disallow the proposal. If a number of such proposals were submitted for a number of companies, the Commission might find it all the more difficult to disallow, cf. Calore v. Powell-Savory Corp., 57 L.R.R.M. 2928 (N.Y. App. Div. 1964), where the court held that "in view of the temper of the time and the current of contemporary public opinion, we deem such a charge [of racial discrimination], when falsely made against a labor union, to be libelous per se."

is to bring direct economic, moral and political pressure to bear on the discriminating agency or to bring about publicity that will indirectly have the same effect. Potential customers, suppliers, investors, employees, or employers are exhorted not to deal with an organization that allegedly discriminates; the government is cajoled to act; general public support and indignation is invited as is the attention of higher level officials and components of the target organization; operations may be actively disrupted by the demonstrators. The consequences of direct action are so immediate that often the contested practices and issues are remedied and resolved before the legality of the particular tactic that has been employed can be tested judicially. Sometimes a discriminating organization is particularly vulnerable, for example when a business or product has a significant Negro clientele, and cannot afford to maintain formal resistance to Negro demands. Such organizations will prefer to negotiate and resolve differences privately rather than prolong injury by resorting to the courts. Upon resolution of a dispute, an organization that has been the target of direct action is likely, often as a demonstration of good faith, to withdraw or refuse to prosecute such complaints as it may earlier have filed and pressure may be brought to bear on state prosecutors to quash any outstanding public complaints. Sometimes, however, direct action is tested in the courts; this has been particularly true when tactics involving picketing or other physical movement or placement of persons at or about the discriminatory agency's place of operation have been used. The rules evolved in these cases are likely, however, to be applied in cases testing other such activity as well.\textsuperscript{144}

The first of the picketing cases took place in the mid-1930's. After declaring that picketing embodying requests that an employer hire a particular percentage of Negroes did not involve a "labor dispute," and hence was not protected from injunction by state little Norris-LaGuardia Acts, two state courts readily enjoined such activities.\textsuperscript{145} One court explicitly held that the purpose of the picketing was illegal in that it involved an attempt to secure discharges of members of one race in order to arrange employment for members of another race.\textsuperscript{146} Without disagreeing, the United States Supreme Court, in \textit{New Negro Alliance v. Sanitary Grocery Co.},\textsuperscript{146a} later held that such peaceful picketing, at least where the


\textsuperscript{146a} 303 U.S. 552 (1938).
purpose was to induce an employer to hire Negroes in the ordinary course of personnel changes and no suggestion was made of percentage quotas, involved a "labor dispute" within the meaning of the federal Norris-La-Guardia Act,\textsuperscript{147} and, consequently, could not be enjoined by a federal court.\textsuperscript{148} In a subsequent case, \textit{Hughes v. Superior Court},\textsuperscript{148a} on the other hand, peaceful picketing had been undertaken to compel an employer to hire Negroes in proportion to Negro customers. The Supreme Court, affirming the decision of the California Supreme Court, held that the fourteenth and first amendments did not bar a state from effecting its public policy against quota hiring by enjoining picketing that was conducted for such a purpose.\textsuperscript{149} The Court stressed in \textit{Hughes} that picketing is not speech alone, but speech plus patrolling and possible coercion, disorder and intrusion upon private property. Picketing was held "not beyond the control of the state if the manner in which . . . [it] is conducted or the purpose which it seeks to effectuate gives ground for its disallowance.\textsuperscript{150}

\textsuperscript{148a}330 U.S. 460 (1950), \textit{affirming} 32 Cal. 2d 850, 198 P.2d 885 (1948).
\textsuperscript{149}\textit{Ibid.}; see note, 37 CALIF. L. REV. 296 (1949); Note, 22 SO. CAL. L. REV. 442 (1949); Note, 28 Ore. L. REV. 391 (1949).
\textsuperscript{150}339 U.S. at 465-66. The development of the law before and after \textit{Hughes} is instructive. In \textit{Thornhill v. Alabama}, 310 U.S. 88 (1940), the Court struck down a blanket antipicketing statute, holding that picketing is a form of speech protected by the first and fourteenth amendments; this was the first time the Court had squarely faced the first amendment issue with respect to picketing. The holding of \textit{Thornhill} survived, \textit{e.g.}, AFL v. Swing, 312 U.S. 321 (1941), but its rationale did not. The Court began to say that picketing is more than speech. Bakery Drivers Local v. Wohl, 315 U.S. 769 (1942); and see concurring opinion of Douglas, J., \textit{id.} at 776. Then, in \textit{Gibony v. Empire Storage Co.}, 336 U.S. 490 (1949), a unanimous Court held that Missouri could enjoin picketing of an ice company by a union, as "the sole immediate object of the publicizing . . . was to compel Empire to agree to stop selling ice to nonunion peddlers. Thus all of appellants' activities . . . constituted a single and integrated course of conduct, which was in violation of Missouri's valid [conspiracy in restraint of trade] law. In this situation, the injunction did no more than enjoin an offense against Missouri law, a felony." \textit{Id.} at 498. And see International Bhd. of Teamsters v. Vogt, 354 U.S. 284 (1957), which reviews the cases dealing with picketing. See generally 2 EMERSON & HABER, POLITICAL AND CIVIL RIGHTS IN THE UNITED STATES 805-15 (2d ed. 1958).
Under the Constitution, it appears that states are, for the present at least, free to interdict picketing and other direct action tactics that are conducted in a non-peaceful or disruptive fashion or that fall within the Hughes "illegal purpose" doctrine. Thus states may refuse to permit picketing or other activities that, for example, prevent work at construction sites\(^\text{151}\) or block the entrances to a business;\(^\text{152}\) and apparently the state can still prohibit actions that seek to accomplish the hiring of Negroes at the expense of present white employees\(^\text{153}\) or that seek to compel establish-

Cameron v. Johnson, 85 Sup. Ct. 1751 (1965), a per curiam remand to the district court for the Southern District of Mississippi for decision as to the federal injunctive power and as to the merits of Mississippi's anti-picketing statute, may eventually result in some new views on prohibition of picketing and related direct action.


\(^{152}\)See Ex parte Ford, 58 L.R.R.M. 2087 (E.D. Mo. 1964) (habeas corpus relief denied to those who staged demonstrations in violation of the injunction issued in Curtis v. Tozer, infra); Curtis v. Tozer, 374 S.W.2d 557 (St. Louis Ct. App. 1964); cf. Potomac Elec. Power Co. v. Washington Chap. of CORE, 210 F. Supp. 418 (D.D.C. 1962) (affixing of stamps reading "we believe in merit hiring" to stubs of company's bills, as requested by CORE, would make it impossible to feed the stubs into calculating machines). Picketing around the entrance of a business may involve questions of trespass upon private property. See Schwartz-Torrance Investment Corp. v. Bakery & Confectionery Workers' Union, 61 Cal.2d 766, 394 P.2d 921, 40 Cal. Rptr. 233 (1964). In Schwartz-Torrance, the California Supreme Court, in upholding a union's right to picket in a supermarket parking lot, went far in restricting the definition of private property. A union established a picket line around a bakery and urged passersby not to patronize the bakery as its owner had refused to bargain. The bakery owner leased his premises from the plaintiff, which was the owner of a six-acre tract containing many stores, a parking area, and walkways joining the various stores. The plaintiff retained control over the walkways and parking lots, and sought to enforce its ownership of them by enjoining the union. In an unanimous decision, the court noted that the public was invited to the shopping center and that 10,000 persons shopped there each week. It noted California's public policy in support of collective bargaining. On the issue of free speech, the court concluded that picketing is a form of speech, that the right to speak connotes the right to effective communication, and that picketing around the outside of the shopping center would be less effective than picketing adjacent to the bakery. On balance, the court concluded that the plaintiff's "largely theoretical" property right must be subordinated to the defendant union's interest in communicating its message to the public. Id. at 771, 394 P.2d at 924, 40 Cal. Rptr. at 236. The court's opinion cites and discusses many cases on the subject of picketing around a business establishment, with heavy emphasis on cases decided shortly before the court handed down its own decision.


Fair Share Organization, Inc. appears to have had more than its fair share of litigation
ment of racial quotas. The decisions of the Supreme Court and of state and lower federal courts indicate, on the other hand, that peaceful picketing for the purpose of ending racially discriminatory practices of employers or unions or employment agencies, are constitutionally and statutorily, as a result of anti-injunction laws and perhaps now of the Civil Rights Act, protected as long as the purpose of the activity is not to promote solutions that are themselves discriminatory or illegal.

The law in this area is developing, however. First, "illegal purpose" has been defined by some courts to mean that the sole purpose must be illegal before total prohibition is permissible. If legal and illegal purposes are not part of a single, incommingutable course of action, a court must be selective in its prohibition.

Second, "quota hiring" is to be distinguished from "reasonable racial balance." A demand for the latter may be protected by the first amendment while a demand for the former is not.


As to legislative policy against benevolent quotas in employment see, e.g., § 703(j), of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 78 Stat. 257 (1964) (specific provision that the Act does not require quotas); Ex parte Ford, 58 L.R.R.M. 2087, 2094 (E.D. Mo. 1964) (§ 703(j) held to preclude reliance on title VII to justify disruptive direct action); 43 Ops. Cal. Atty Gen. 200 (1963). But cf. note 15a infra and accompanying text.


See, e.g., Giboney v. Empire Storage Co., 336 U.S. 490, 498 (1949) (emphasizing the illegal purpose was the "sole immediate object" of the picketing); Park & Tilford Corp. v. Teamsters Union, 27 Cal. 2d 599, 165 P.2d 891 (1946); Baue v. Embalmers Fed'l Labor Union, 376 S.W.2d 230 (Mo. Sup. Ct. 1964); cf., e.g., Centennial Laundry Co. v. West Side Organization, 59 L.R.R.M. 2090 (Ill. App. Ct. 1965) (demand for quota hiring must be explicit before injunction is justified).

See, e.g., opinions of the California Fair Employment Practices Commission and
quota hiring is designed to create racial classifications designed to redress the effects of past discrimination, it may be a permissible, and perhaps required, state objective. For example, the California Supreme Court has said that a school district is under an affirmative duty to integrate its schools when segregation is caused by housing patterns unrelated to any official action. This affirmative duty finds an analog in demands for quota or preferential hiring of Negroes. To the extent that there is an affirmative duty to redress past discrimination, picketing to demand that private individuals do their part is constitutionally protected.

Fourth, an illegal purpose, justifying state interference with direct action, obviously may not be merely any purpose upon which a state's incumbent officers happen to frown. Southern governors, courts and legislators may disapprove of integration and have public policies in opposition to it. Yet, since such policies are constitutionally interdicted, picketing in opposition to them, even when that picketing is of private enterprises which carry on discriminatory practices, is permissible. Similarly, picketing to dramatize a demand for new legislation is protected, even when the proposed legislation is counter to current public policy.

Since American values about racial matters are in a process of flux, as is reflected by the debate over "compensatory justice" or "preferential treatment," it is arguable that picketing not brigaded with disorderliness or direct coercion should be placed on the same footing as all other forms of speech. The years since Hughes have pointed up the important role of the informational picket line in the "uninhibited, robust, and wide-open" debate which the Supreme Court has recently held to be guaranteed by the first amendment.

the California Attorney General, noted in 9 Civil Liberties Docket 122 (1964). And see Centennial Laundry Co. v. West Side Organization, supra note 156.


157a E.g., Edwards v. South Carolina, supra note 157.


157c New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 270 (1964). In NLRB v. Fruit & Vegetable Packers, 377 U.S. 58 (1964), the Court (in a majority opinion with constitutional overtones) held that the secondary boycott provisions of § 8(b) (4) of the Taft-Hartley Act do not apply to an informational picket conducted at stores selling Washington State apples,
D. Legal Response to Alliances Between Unions and Civil Rights Activists

One other kind of direct action program, involving situations in which unions and civil rights activists unite to engage in combined activity against employers, is beginning to come under the scrutiny of legal agencies. Although a clear pattern of response has not yet developed, a number of interesting incidents have already occurred. First, the National Labor Relations Board held that "employees' concerted activities in protest of racially discriminatory hiring policies and practices are protected" by the NLRA. An employee who had picketed his employer in an attempt to have it eliminate its racially discriminatory hiring practices was ordered reinstated with back pay.

A second incident concerned the other side of the labor-civil rights coin, for it involved the recent action of a Baltimore civil rights organization in helping the AFL-CIO, with that organization's blessing and support, to organize workers into unions. This particular alliance has shown some success in that the Laundry and Dry Cleaning International Union recently won a representation election, apparently at least in part as a result of the civil rights group's activities. The successful election was contested by the employer on the ground that the union and others subject to its control, that is, the civil rights activists, had "engaged in a deliberate and sustained campaign of inflammatory and intemperate appeals to racial emotions and prejudices of employees of The ... Company, thereby creating an atmosphere surrounding the election which prevented the picketing having taken place when apple packing firms in Washington were being struck by the respondent union. The six-man majority of the Court did not reach the constitutional issue, but conceded that first amendment considerations influenced its view. Id. at 62-63. Justice Black found § 8(b)(4) violated by the union's conduct, but viewed such an application of the section as an abridgement of the first amendment. Justice Black strongly argued that picketing involves speech, and that only when state interest in regulating its nonspeech aspects is compelling can picketing be enjoined or punished. Id. at 76 (concurring opinion). See note 165 infra.


See The Baltimore Sun, Sept. 11, 1964, p. 44, col. 4.
a free and fair expression of employee choice." The Board's Regional Director recommended that the employer's objections be overruled and that the union be certified as the bargaining representative of the employees that were involved. In so recommending, the Regional Director first distinguished a recent Board decision that prohibited irrelevant, intemperate and inflammatory appeals to racial prejudice by concluding that:

The civil rights drive has for its aim the achievement of equality for the Negro in all areas of American society, including the economic sphere. It is the opinion of the undersigned that such a connection is not proscribed. Therefore, the civil rights issue, where it is not invoked solely to stir up anti-white sentiment and is invoked for the purpose of telling employees that "freedom" or "equality" has been and will be achieved by concerted [union] action, is germane to a union election campaign.

A union election is often an emotional proceeding. Campaign literature usually appeals to some type of emotion.

... [A]n appeal to racial self-consciousness may produce a variety of emotions, depending upon the context. In some cases, such appeals may result in vicious race hatred. In another circumstance, such appeals may promote reasoned and admirable ambition in an unfortunate race of people.

It is important to note that the Regional Director did not rule that action of a civil rights organization could not avoid an election, rather he ruled on the merits that the election was free and fair.

These two incidents justify expectations that some legal support will be available for cooperation between unions and civil rights groups. It is possible as well, however, that if a civil rights organization, seeking to aid a union, were to engage in conduct violative of the federal labor statutes, for example, a secondary boycott, legal sanctions might be imposed—possibly against the union, if it is vulnerable under the labor statute in question, or against the civil rights organization.

---

162 Regional Director, The Archer Laundry Co., No. 5-RC-4522 (Sept. 9, 1964, mimeo.) p. 1. It was also claimed that the misrepresentations had been made on behalf of the union.


165 In December, 1964, a boycott of Scripto pencil products was called by Dr. Martin
VI

JUDICIAL ENFORCEMENT OF FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES
STATUTES AND EXECUTIVE ORDERS

Over the past three decades, considerable legislative and executive energy has been expended in creating and managing administrative machinery specifically designed to supervise employment relations in order to promote fair employment practices. Such governmental machinery, which has been established and operated on federal, state, and local levels, can provide particularly flexible and advantageous means of promoting non-discrimination in employment. Broad and continuing supervision of employment activities can be undertaken. Coercive sanctions, readily fashioned according to need, can be intermixed with education and conciliation. When particular cases are adjudicated, the administrative tribunal is not limited by the strict evidentiary and other technical requirements incident to judicial proceedings:

The expense of the investigation and proceeding is borne by the government. No jury is required anywhere in the enforcement process; on the contrary, the commission charged with the enforcement of these kinds of statutes will become expert at discerning bias and its orders will be upheld by the courts if they are supported by substantial evidence. Moreover, an administrative agency may be authorized to seek out the discrimination or to take complaints from civil rights organizations. Such an agency is also in a position to keep a constant check on recalcitrant individuals.166

Luther King to aid a union in its negotiations with the company. Racial issues were very much involved in the negotiations. See Levy, supra note 158.

As to possible sanctions and the general illegality of secondary boycotts, see § 8(b)(4) of the NLRA, 61 Stat. 141 (1941), as amended, 29 U.S.C. § 158(b)(4), (1964). But see NLRB v. Fruit and Vegetable Packers & Warehousemen, Local 760, 377 U.S. 58 (1963), in which it was held that § 8(b)(4) was not violated by peaceful secondary picketing confined to persuading customers to cease buying the product of the primary employer. Cf. 59 L.R.R. 10-11 (1965), wherein the General Counsel of the NLRB ruled that a union may, without violating its duty to bargain in good faith under § 8(b)(3) of the NLRA, 61 Stat. 141 (1947), 29 U.S.C. § 158(b)(3) (1964), enlist outside civil rights organizations for boycott against a company that refuses to sign a contract.

It is noteworthy that the initial crusade which brought Martin Luther King to national prominence, the Montgomery bus boycott, resulted as well in the payment by Dr. King of a $500 fine. See Lewis, Portrait of a Decade 74 (1964).

A. Federal FEP

Various Fair Employment Practices [henceforth FEP] programs have been established by the federal government. The latest such program was established by Congress under title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which has been detailed earlier in this chapter. Although administrative machinery is created under title VII, adjudication of claims and enforcement in general is placed in the courts rather than the administrative body. There is, however, another federal FEP program that is oriented more toward administrative than toward judicial enforcement. In 1941, without specific congressional authorization, President Roosevelt created the first of a series of presidential FEP Commissions or Committees. Some such committee has existed ever since. The latest, and the most far reaching, the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity, was established by President Kennedy. Executive Order No. 10925, which created this committee, prohibits discriminatory employment practices by government agencies, by private companies contracting with the government, and by labor unions representing employees of such contracting companies.

Under the Executive Order, non-discrimination clauses are written into all government primary contracts and first and second tier subcontracts over certain values, each contracting agency has appointed compliance offices, and compliance reports and other actions are required of companies and unions that are covered. This program has been extended by Executive Order 11114 to prohibit employment discrimination on federally assisted construction projects.

167 See notes 29-50 supra with accompanying text.


Before the passage of the Civil Rights Act, inquiry into the President's authority raised difficult questions of constitutional law involving the separation of executive and legislative functions. Now that Congress has expressly recognized the President's Committee, in title VII, its constitutionality would appear to be well founded and the subject need not be pursued here.\footnote{171}

The ultimate sanctions under the present program are termination of the discriminating company's government contracts and disqualification from further government contracts.\footnote{172} The program does, however, provide a number of other means to achieve compliance with its requirements. The President's Committee may publish or cause to be published the names of non-complying companies and unions.\footnote{173} Publicity can also be used affirmatively, through the issuance of certificates of merit in recognition of compliance.\footnote{174} In addition, upon recommendation of the Committee, the Department of Justice is authorized to take judicial action to enjoin attempts to avoid or to prevent compliance, and upon similar recommendation the Department of Justice can bring criminal proceedings to punish the furnishing of false information to the Committee.\footnote{175}

Although occasional resort has been made to available coercive sanc-
ions, by far the major portion of the Committee's energies is directed to securing voluntary compliance. Its primary methods of achieving voluntary compliance are by conciliation of individual complaints, by securing non-discrimination pledges from employers and unions, and by conducting conferences and seminars on employment discrimination and the means by which it can be eliminated. These non-coercive means of compliance are essentially the only weapons that the Committee has available to use against labor unions for the obligation under a government contract really runs only from the contractor to the Government.

The Committee does not appear to have brought or instigated judicial proceedings against any company or union and no such agency appears to have sued the Committee. Suit has, however, been brought, on a third party beneficiary theory, by an individual who claimed to be the victim of discrimination in violation of contractual non-discrimination provisions that had been negotiated in response to the requirements of the President's program. The federal district court first hearing the case held that the Executive Order had not created a private right of action against contractors; consequently, it was held that the plaintiff had no standing to sue. On appeal, it was observed that there was no express provision for a private judicial remedy. The court, however, concluded that the President's program intended court action to be invoked only as a last resort; consequently, it was held that the question of federal court jurisdiction over a suit by an individual did not have to be faced until the plaintiff had exhausted available administrative remedies. Since individuals are now empowered to bring suit under title VII of the Civil Rights Act, the courts may never have to face the issue whether an individual’s suit can be premised exclusively on the President's Executive Order. However,

176 See N.Y. Times, April 18, 1962, p. 1, col. 7. Comet Rice Mills, Inc., with plants in Texas, Arkansas and Louisiana and Danly Machine Specialties, Inc. of Illinois were barred “from receiving more Federal contracts until they stop allegedly discriminatory employment practices.” Comet was reported to have maintained separate lines of seniority and Danly was reported to have discriminated in hiring.
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the courts may have to decide the question whether, when the President's Executive Order is applicable, an individual may sue under title VII without first proceeding before the President's Committee. Although title VII does not address the precise question, it appears to embody a general congressional policy to follow the usual rule of administrative law that, when primary jurisdiction over the subject matter of a dispute has been given to an administrative agency, courts will rarely exercise jurisdiction until available administrative remedies have been exhausted. The courts may rule accordingly.\footnote{181} There is, on the other hand, little likelihood that title VII has in any significant way pre-empted the jurisdiction of the President's Committee, which is explicitly recognized in the title, or otherwise weakened the effect of the various requirements of the Executive orders that it implements.\footnote{182} 

B. State and Local FEP\footnote{183}

Since 1945, when New York passed the first full-blown state Fair Employment Practices Act, over twenty-five states and Puerto Rico have

---

\footnote{181} As to the exhaustion doctrine as it bears upon title VII, see notes 43-66 supra with accompanying text. On exhaustion of administrative remedies generally see 3 Davis, Administrative Law Treatise §§ 20.01-20.10 (1958) (exhaustion of remedies); id. §§ 1901-1909 (primary jurisdiction).

\footnote{182} See supra note 171. The attempt to give title VII pre-emptive effect was, in fact, decisively defeated in the Senate. See supra note 48. And, according to Senator Tower, its author, had it passed "primarily the amendment would . . . [have prevented] simultaneous operations by the President's Commission as it affects federal contracts and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission in pursuance of title VII." 110 Cong. Rec. 13650 (daily ed. June 12, 1964).

So long as the President's Committee remains in existence appropriate means of cooperation will no doubt be found between it and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission in the areas of concurrent jurisdiction. See Berg, Equal Employment Opportunity Under the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 31 Brooklyn L. Rev. 62, 92-94 (1964); Kammholz, Civil Rights Problems in Personnel and Labor Relations, 53 Ill. Bar J. 464, 466-67 (1965); Comment, 32 U. Chi. L. Rev. 430, 447-449 (1965). A coordinating Council on Equal Opportunity, headed by Vice President Humphrey, has been created by executive order. 58 L.R.R. 139 (1965); see § 716(c), 78 Stat. 266 (1964). With all this, there is some indication that plans might be afoot to phase the President's Committee out of existence by 1968. See Marshall, Enforcement of the Federal Equal Opportunity Law, 57 L.R.R. 181, 182 (1964). (then Assistant Attorney General Burke Marshall quoted before the Southwestern Legal Foundation).


Generally on the implementation of state FEP laws see 2 Emerson & Haber, Political and Civil Rights in the United States 1463-83 (1958); Greenberg, Race Relations and American Law 192-206 (1959); Norgren & Hill, op. cit. supra note 168, at 93-148, 225-79; Bamberger & Lewin, supra note 166, at 526; Girard & Jaffe, supra note 166; Hill, Twenty Years of State Fair Employment Practice Commissions: A Critical Analysis with Recommendations, 14 Buffalo L. Rev. 22 (1964); Leskes, State Law Against Discrimination, in
enacted some kind of mandatory FEP law prohibiting racial discrimination in private employment.\textsuperscript{184} Many of these Acts are executed by FEP Commissions or more general Civil Rights Commissions or other administrative agencies, whose formal decisions are enforceable through the invocation of judicial proceedings. In addition to the activity on the state level, a growing number of municipalities have enacted fair employment practices ordinances of their own.\textsuperscript{185}

Very early in the development of state FEP Acts, the Supreme Court indicated that such statutes, enacted to enforce the spirit of the fourteenth amendment, are not themselves prohibited by the fourteenth amendment but are permissible and laudable exercises of state police power.\textsuperscript{186} More recently, the Court upheld application of the Colorado FEP Act against a commercial airline company operating in interstate commerce. The Court ruled that, as applied, the state statute did not impose an undue burden on interstate commerce and that regulation of racial discrimination in the interstate operations of carriers was not pre-empted by the Railway Labor Act, the Civil Aeronautics Act and its successor, the Federal Aviation Act, nor by the Presidential Executive Orders requiring government contract...

\textsuperscript{184} The states with fully operative administrative FEP apparatus are: Alaska, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Washington and Wisconsin. Idaho, Iowa and Vermont have declared employment discrimination a misdemeanor. Arizona, Iowa and Vermont have declared employment discrimination a misdemeanor. Arizona, Nebraska and Nevada have prohibited discrimination in government contract employment. Nevada has also created a Commission on Equal Rights of Citizens to conduct a program of study, education and recommendation. And West Virginia and Oklahoma have established human rights commissions to engage in conciliation and advice. Since the passage of the federal Civil Rights Act of 1964, Arizona, Iowa, Maryland, Montana, Utah and Wyoming have enacted full scale FEP laws as well. See \textit{58 L.R.R.} 215 (1965); \textit{59 L.R.R.} 164-65 (1965).

\textsuperscript{185} See Butcher, \textit{supra} note 183, at 542-47. He reports forty Fair Employment Practices Ordinances. Washington, D.C., \textit{id.} at 547, and Baltimore, Maryland, \textit{id.} at 544, were the only cities having FEP provisions prior to the passage of title VII that were not located in states having FEP statutes. See also note, \textit{39 Notre Dame Law.} 607 (1964).

\textsuperscript{186} It is not always clear that city FEP ordinances are valid under state constitutions. See, \textit{e.g.}, Midwest Employers Council v. Omaha, \textit{58 L.R.R.M.} 2319 (Neb. Sup. Ct. 1964); Opinion of the Michigan Attorney General, \textit{3 Race Rel. L. Rep.} 798 (1958).
tors to agree not to discriminate against employees or applicants for employment.\textsuperscript{187} It is clear, moreover, that title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 does not pre-empt the field of FEP regulation;\textsuperscript{188} the 1964 Act expressly contemplates that state FEP programs will play a significant role within the federal program.\textsuperscript{189} In the light of these constitutional and legislative decisions, the continued vitality of state and local programs seems assured and an understanding of their operations is imperative.

State FEP Acts are enforceable through procedures that vary somewhat from state to state, but, although differing in detail, the procedures generally conform to a broad administrative pattern.\textsuperscript{190} Initial complaints are usually brought by aggrieved individuals, but some commissions may entertain complaints brought by other parties, including civil rights organizations.\textsuperscript{191} In addition, many commissions are empowered to act on their own motion and provision is often made for the state's attorney general or some other public official to file complaints. When a complaint is filed, a preliminary investigation is conducted by a trial examiner and, if probable cause is shown, that is, if it appears that there is a prima facie case of discrimination, a commissioner or the commission attempts to arrange an amicable settlement by conciliation and negotiation.\textsuperscript{192} If settlement can-
not be arranged, the commission may conduct a formal administrative hearing. Uniformly, however, state and local FEP Commissions have relied heavily on conciliation and voluntary compliance through informal proceedings—as on the federal level, only last resort has been made to formal action. But as civil rights pressure continues to mount, there are indications that greater use is being made of formal proceedings and coercion.

Once a hearing has been conducted, the commission can generally issue a formal order requiring a variety of corrective actions or exonerating the charged party. Any party adversely affected by a final order may then seek judicial review. If a commission order is disobeyed, enforcement must also be sought in a judicial proceeding, for commissions generally have no direct power to enforce their own orders. With the exception of Wisconsin, however, where a judicial ruling that the state FEPA did not give rise to judicially enforceable obligations was immediately overruled by the legislature, courts have been generous in lending their assistance to embattled commissions. Under many state statutes, speci-

---

intermediate order and, consequently, is not immediately reviewable. See In re Local 373, Plumbers, 40 Misc. 2d 440, 243 N.Y.S.2d 61 (Sup. Ct. 1963).


194 Ross v. Ebert, 275 Wis. 523, 82 N.W.2d 315 (1957); see Wis. Stat. Ann. § 111.36(3) (Supp. 1964) (not only the commission but also aggrieved individuals may now sue for enforcement); Note, 1958 Wis. L. Rev. 294; cf. Colorado Anti-Discrimination Comm'n v. Continental Air Lines, Inc., 149 Colo. 259, 368 P.2d 970 (1962), reversed, 372 U.S. 714 (1963) (Colorado Supreme Court decision that application of the State FEP law violated the federal Constitution reversed by the United States Supreme Court).


Recently the New York Court of Appeals demonstrated that it would implement not merely a policy of aiding the State Commission for Human Rights in enforcing its orders but also a policy of promoting or insisting upon initial administrative rather than judicial proceedings to enforce the state's fair employment laws. In the particular case, a complaint requesting equitable relief was dismissed on the ground that "a full and adequate remedy is . . . available to the plaintiffs by way of resort to the State Commission for Human
fic enforcement is available; consequently, courts may issue injunctions and contempt citations will lie to punish disobedience. Provision is sometimes also made for fines and other criminal sanctions to be assessed for violations of FEP requirements. Invocation of such sanctions may be strictly judicial; if administrative proceedings are conducted, a full scale judicial trial de novo where all issues including the facts are completely adjudicated anew, likely before a jury, is usually required. When, on the other hand, an FEPC seeks injunctive or other specific enforcement of its orders, judicial proceedings are, generally in the form of review and the court's factual inquiry is limited to whether there is "substantial evidence" to support the agency's findings; the court does not decide whether a violation has, in its opinion, in fact been proven.
Reviewing courts, however, are empowered to modify agency orders that are arbitrary or capricious or founded upon an error of law or beyond the agency's power under the statute.200

Until recently, most FEP commissions rarely pursued their mandates with sufficient aggression to precipitate formal agency proceedings; invocation of judicial proceedings, either for review or for enforcement, was even more seldom. It is impossible that the small number of formal administrative and judicial proceedings resulted because the commissions' informal methods were ideally effective, and it cannot have resulted entirely from the failure of aggrieved individuals to file charges. Such justifications do not begin to explain why many commissions empowered to investigate and proceed on their own motions failed to do so; or how it happened that the discrimination in the New York building trades continued unabated almost up to the present time, although New York had the pioneer FEP law; or how it happened that, although the first case brought under the first New York statute involved discriminatory exclusion from union membership, for almost twenty years thereafter no effective steps were taken to eliminate discrimination in admission to other unions. Unfortunately, the paucity of formal proceedings was related to a lack of forcefulness and effectiveness and both were related to problems of insufficient funds, insufficient and inadequate staff, and lack of sustained and meaningful political support and pressure. As the civil rights movement accelerates, however, a substantial body of formal agency and judicial actions is being built. Recent notable successes of FEP commissions, working with ample resort to or threat of judicial coercion, indicate that this administrative-judicial combination may yet make good on its initial promise of becoming the most consistently effective legal means to oppose and eliminate employment discrimination.201 Those charged with implementing title VII and other relevant federal programs will do


well to remember that, although voluntariness and conciliation are preferable, decisiveness and coercion must be visible and readily available. In addition, broad-based attacks, founded on the Attorney-General's power to proceed against patterns "or practice of resistance," will undoubtedly be essential. Rapid and wide-spread compliance is not likely to result if the government relies for enforcement almost exclusively on the adjudication of such individual complaints as may be brought by aggrieved parties.

VII

THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD—FEPC BY SURPRISE

Of all the recent legal developments concerning employment discrimination, perhaps the most arresting are those involving the decisions of the National Labor Relations Board enforcing the duty of fair representation. The Board, which is charged with the administration of the major federal statute governing general labor-management relations, has at its command two instruments that can be directed against union and subsidiarily employer discrimination. The Board has jurisdiction to adjudicate claims of both employer and union unfair labor practices, which are activities prohibited under the NLRA, and to remedy such wrongs when they are proven. The Board is also empowered to aid unions in becoming and remaining exclusive bargaining representatives and, in this capacity, to conduct and supervise representation elections.

202 § 707(a), 78 Stat. 261 (1964); see § 707(b), 78 Stat. 262 (1964) (provision for three judge district court).

A. Unfair Labor Practices

The Board's modern enforcement of the duty of fair representation began with the non-racial Miranda Fuel Company case. Appyling the approach developed in that case, a majority of the Board subsequently ruled that racial discrimination might result in three kinds of unfair labor practices: restraint or coercion of employees in the exercise of their rights of self-organization; unlawful encouragement of employees to join unions; and the failure of a union to fulfill its obligation to bargain in good faith with an employer.

In Miranda the Board first concluded that a violation of section 7 of the NLRA results when a union, in processing a grievance, violates its duty of fair representation arising under section 9(a) of the Act. Section 7 provides that:

Employees shall have the right to self-organization, to form, join, or assist labor organizations, to bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing, and to engage in other concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection, and shall also have the right to refrain from any or all of such activities . . . .

The majority of the Board was of the opinion that this provision guaranteed employees freedom from "unfair or irrelevant or invidious treatment by their exclusive bargaining agent in matters affecting their employment." It was held that remedy against such treatment by a union is available under section 8(b)(1)(A), which provides that it is an unfair labor practice for a union "to restrain or coerce employees in the exercise of the rights guaranteed in section 7 . . . ." It was further held that, pursuant to section 8(a)(1), which provides that it is an unfair labor practice for an employer "to interfere with, restrain, or coerce employees in the exercise of the rights guaranteed in section 7," remedy is also available against employers who accede to prohibited union conduct. Although a divided panel of the Second Circuit refused to enforce the Board's order in Miranda, only one of the judges expressly rejected the

---

205 61 Stat. 143 (1947), 29 U.S.C. § 159(a) (1964). The relevant portion of § 9(a) provides that: "Representatives designated or selected for the purposes of collective bargaining by the majority of the employees in a unit appropriate for such purposes, shall be the exclusive representatives of all the employees in such unit for the purposes of collective bargaining in respect to rates of pay, wages, hours of employment, or other conditions of employment . . . ."
207 140 N.L.R.B. at 185.
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section 7-8(b)(1)(A)—8(a)(1) theory and the Board has continued to apply this theory in subsequent cases. In the **Hughes Tool Company** case, the Board announced, almost simultaneously with the passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, that, regardless of whether Negroes are discriminated against in membership, a union's failure, for racial reasons, to process grievances of Negro employees violates its duty of fair representation and is remediable under section 8(b)(1)(A). Moreover, shortly after the **Hughes** decision, the Board also expressly ruled that the maintenance and enforcement of a collective bargaining agreement that racially discriminated in job allocation gave rise to an unfair labor practice under section 8(b)(1)(A).

In the **Miranda** case, the Board had brought an additional pair of unfair labor practice provisions to bear upon problems of fair representation. Specifically, use was made of sections 8(a)(3) and 8(b)(2) which impose parallel duties on employers and unions not to discriminate or to

---

210 NLRB v. Miranda Fuel Co., Inc., 326 F.2d 172 (2d Cir. 1963) (opinion for the court by Medina, J.). See also NLRB v. Local 294, International Bhd. of Teamsters, 317 F.2d 746 (2d Cir. 1963). Judge Lumbard, concurring in **Miranda**, declined to consider this theory because of the insufficiency of evidence for the Board “to support its conclusion that the union ‘took hostile action, for irrelevant, unfair or invidious reasons’ against . . .” the charging party. 326 F.2d at 180. Judge Friendly, dissenting, did not consider this theory. 326 F.2d at 180-86. Another panel of the Second Circuit has said that a “synthesis of the majority and concurring opinions in that case [Miranda] indicates that a complainant . . . must show, at the very least, that the union has arbitrarily or capriciously discriminated against him.” Cafero v. NLRB, 336 F.2d 115, 116 (2d Cir. 1964).


212 Local 1, Independent Metal Workers Union, 147 N.L.R.B. No. 166, 56 L.R.R.M. 1289 (1964). As to the long history of the **Hughes Tool Co.** cases, see Herring, supra note 203, at 151 n.185.

213 Local 1367 Int'l Longshoremen's Ass'n, 148 N.L.R.B. No. 44, 57 L.R.R.M. 1083 (1964). See also Local 453, UAW, 149 N.L.R.B. No. 48, 57 L.R.R.M. 1298 (1964) (racial discrimination in seniority reduction in violation of the sections); Local 12, Rubber Workers, 150 N.L.R.B. No. 18, 57 L.R.R.M. 1535 (1964) (discriminatory refusal of union to process through arbitration, Negro members' grievances concerning back pay claim resulting from challenge to dual seniority system and refusal to process Negro members' grievances calling for desegregation of plant facilities violates § 8(b)(1)(A)); Local 2, Plumbers and Pipefitters, 152 N.L.R.B. No. 114, 59 L.R.R.M. 1234 (1965) (union resort to strike to prevent employment of Negroes and Puerto Ricans who were not members of union because they had not passed union qualifying tests violates § 8(b)(1)(A)); cf. Tanner Motor Livery, Ltd., 148 N.L.R.B. No. 137, 57 L.R.R.M. 1170 (1964) (employer violates § 8(a)(1) by discharging employee who picketed to protest employers failure and refusal to hire Negroes).

The Board has given indication that an employer and a union accused of coercing employees in violation of §§ 8(a)(1), (b)(1)(A) will be given the ordinary opportunity of demonstrating that there was no discriminatory intent, purpose or effect. Theo. Hamm Brewing Co., 151 N.L.R.B. No. 42, 58 L.R.R.M. 1418 (1965).
promote discrimination in employment "to encourage or discourage membership in any labor organization."\(^{214}\)

Section 8(b)(2) is violated when a union causes or attempts to cause an employer to discriminate against an employee in such a manner as to encourage or discourage membership or participation in union activities. An employer is prohibited from so discriminating by section 8(a)(3). Although *Miranda* involved a union member in good standing, the Board, finding the union's action to be unjustified and arbitrary, held the successful insistence that the seniority of one of its members be reduced was an 8(b)(2) violation on the theory that this demonstration of the ability of the union to wield arbitrary power would force nonmembers, or members in poor standing, to take an active part in union affairs in order to avoid incurring union hostility.\(^{215}\)

The Board specifically concluded that "a statutory bargaining representative and an employer also respectively violate sections 8(b)(2) and 8(a)(3) when, for arbitrary or irrelevant reasons or upon the basis of an unfair classification, the union attempts to cause or does cause an employer to derogate the employment status of an employee."\(^{216}\) Although, in refusing enforcement of *Miranda*, two judges of the Second Circuit rejected the application of the sections 8(b)(2)-8(a)(3) theory,\(^{217}\) the Board has also continued to apply this theory particularly in contexts of racial discrimination.\(^{218}\) In *Hughes Tool Company*, for example, it was held, in a context of segregated local unions, that by withholding treatment from a Negro applicant, that is, the processing of his grievance, that would have been available to him had he been eligible for membership in the white local, the white local violated section 8(b)(2); and in *Local 1367, International Longshoremen's Association*,\(^{218a}\) again in a

---

\(^{214}\) 61 Stat. 140 (1947), as amended, 29 U.S.C. § 158(a)(3) (1964), provides that it is an unfair labor practice for an employer "by discrimination in regard to hire or tenure of employment or any term or condition of employment to encourage or discourage membership in any labor organization \ldots \ [except as to specific classes of union shop agreements]."

61 Stat. 141 (1947), 29 U.S.C. § 158(b)(2) (1964), provides that it is an unfair labor practice for a labor organization "to cause or attempt to cause an employer to discriminate against an employee in violation of subsection (a)(3) of this section or to discriminate against an employee with respect to whom membership in such organization has been denied or terminated on some ground other than his failure to tender the periodic dues and the initiation fees uniformly required as a condition of acquiring or retaining membership."


\(^{216}\) 140 N.L.R.B. at 186.

\(^{217}\) 326 F.2d 172 (2d Cir. 1963) (opinion for the court by Medina, J.); *id.* at 180 (Lumbard, J., concurring).

\(^{218}\) See cases cited notes 211, 213 supra.

context of segregated local unions, the Board held that maintenance and enforcement of a racially discriminatory collective bargaining agreement violated sections 8(a)(3) and 8(b)(2).

Before the *Miranda* decision, it seemed highly unlikely that the Board would make use of either the sections 8(a)(3)-8(b)(2) theory or the sections 7-8(b)(1)(A), 8(a)(1) theory to combat discrimination and unfair treatment against Negroes or others who had actually been permitted to join the allegedly discriminating union. Under the first theory, it was clear that discrimination against non-members violated the express terms of the Act. And it was comparatively easy to develop arguments under the second theory that when a union discriminated against Negroes or others who could not become members, members and those who could become such were given cause to fear that they should remain or become members in order to avoid discrimination. Discrimination against ineligible Negroes could, consequently, be said to encourage eligible whites to become members and thereby to coerce or restrain them as well from exercising their rights under section 7. It is obvious that the doctrines formulated in *Miranda*, and the other cases, go well beyond this, for protection does not depend upon lack of membership or eligibility for membership. If these doctrines are ultimately upheld in the courts they


Even in such circumstances there might have been significant difficulties of proof, for the Supreme Court had held that the Board may not preclude, as inherently discriminatory, exclusive union control over hiring halls. See Local 357, *International Bhd. of Teamsters v. NLRB*, 365 U.S. 667 (1961), quoted *supra* note 70; Sovern, *supra* note 219, at 574-75. It should be noted that much of the dispute amongst the members of the Board in *Miranda* and the judges of the Second Circuit concerned the bearing of the Supreme Court's decision in *Local 357, Int'l Bhd. of Teamsters* on the legitimacy of the Board's new doctrine.

221 See Sovern, *supra* note 219, at 590-94.

222 A majority of the Board has explicitly held that "violation of Section 8(b)(1)(A) does not turn on the membership or non-membership of the rejected grievant but on the union's breach of its duty, recognized in numerous Supreme Court cases, to represent fairly all employees . . . ." *Local 12, United Rubber Workers*, 150 N.L.R.B. No. 18, 57 *L.R.R.M.* 1535, 1539 (1964).
should prove to be significant devices for administrative remedy of employment discrimination.

There is one other unfair labor practice provision, not employed by the Board in *Miranda*, that has bearing on the Board's enforcement of the duty of fair representation. Under section 8(b)(3), it is an unfair labor practice for a union "to refuse to bargain collectively with an employer, provided it is the representative of his employees subject to the provisions of section 9(a)." Section 8(d) defines "to bargain collectively" as "the performance of the mutual obligation of the employer and the representative of the employees to meet at reasonable times and confer in good faith with respect to wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of employment . . . ." Comparatively early in the judicial development of the duty of fair representation, Professor (latter Solicitor General) Archibald Cox suggested the duty of fair representation could be broadly read into the union's duty to bargain collectively in good faith so that section 8(b)(3) would thereby provide a basis for individuals to bring unfair labor practice claims. Professor Michael Sovern challenged the Cox position, asserting that the obligation arising under section 8(b)(3) was intended merely to parallel the employer's obligation under section 8(a)(5) and, since there is no direct duty of fair representation on the employer, "the duty to bargain collectively, then, probably does not include the duty to represent fairly." Judge Medina, in his opinion in the *Miranda* case, appears to have adopted the Sovern position. In its recent *Hughes Tool* decision, however, a majority of the Board adopted the Cox approach and held that the white local's refusal to process Negro claimants' grievances violated section 8(b)(3). The Board reasoned that since the processing of grievances is a part of the continuing collective bargaining process "a refusal to process a grievance is, therefore, a refusal to bargain," and "since, as is well settled, the majority union has a statutory obligation to represent all employees in the unit fairly in collective

---

225 Cox, *supra* note 203, at 172-73.
227 Sovern, *supra* note 219, at 588-89. Professor Sovern did qualify his position by suggesting that: "Although the section seems not to afford workers any direct protection, the duty it imposes on unions in favor of employers has aspects that support the duty of fair representation. In fact, a union plainly violates the duty it owes to an employer under 8(b)(3) if it makes and insists upon a racially discriminatory demand." *Id.* at 589.
bargaining . . . a breach of that duty is a breach of the duty to bargain. 229

In Local 1367, International Longshoremen's Association the Board further explicated its underlying reasoning:

We hold that under the National Labor Relation Act a labor organization's duty to bargain collectively includes the duty to represent fairly . . . . Section 8(d) speaks, inter alia, of a mutual obligation of employers and unions "to confer in good faith" and to sign "any agreement reached." These quoted phrases contemplate, in our opinion, only lawful bargaining and agreements, for the statute does not sanction the execution of agreements which are unlawful. Because collective bargaining agreements which discriminate invidiously are not lawful under the Act, the good-faith requirements of Section 8(d) necessarily protect employees from infringement of their rights; and both unions and employers are enjoined by the Act from entering into contractual terms which offend such rights. Contrary to the Trial Examiner, Section 8(d) cannot mean that a union can be exercising good faith toward an employer while simultaneously acting in bad faith toward employees in regard to the same matters. Section 8(d), as all other provisions of the Act, was written in the public interest, not just in the interest of employers and unions, and it is not in the public interest for patently invalid provisions to be included in collective labor agreements. We conclude that when a statutory representative negotiates a contract in breach of the duty which it owes to employees to represent all of them fairly and without invidious discrimination, the representative cannot be said to have negotiated the sort of agreement envisioned by Section 8(d) nor to have bargained in good faith as to the employees whom it represents or toward the employer. 230

Although the Board did not so hold in Local 1367, a majority soon took the short step from the thought embodied in that opinion and held that unions are under affirmative obligation to oppose discrimination by employers in terms and conditions of employment. 231

229 Local 1, Independent Metal Workers Union, 147 N.L.R.B. No. 166, 56 L.R.R.M. 1289, 1291, 1292 (1964).
231 Local 12, Rubber Workers, 150 N.L.R.B. No. 18, 57 L.R.R.M. 1535, 1537-40 (1964). The union was ordered to "promptly propose to employer specific contractual provisions prohibiting racial discrimination in terms and conditions of employment, and bargain in good faith with employer to obtain such provisions in written contract . . . ." It was also held that "the Company has an additional duty under the Act, which it apparently overlooked, not to enter into or accept the benefits of discriminatory agreements with the Respondent [union]." At an earlier time the General Counsel refused to process complaints involving mere union acquiescence in employer discrimination. See Case No. K-311, 37 L.R.R.M. 1457 (General Counsel, 1956); Case No. 1047, 35 L.R.R.M. 1130 (General Counsel, 1954). The Board has given clear indication that sufficient facts must be adduced to support a refusal to bargain charge under § 8(b)(3). See Theo. Hamm Brewing Co., 151 N.L.R.B. No. 42, 58 L.R.R.M. 1418 (1965).
B. The Power to Aid Unions in Becoming and Remaining Exclusive Bargaining Representatives

Through its powers to conduct and regulate representation elections, to certify unions as exclusive statutory bargaining representatives and to compel employers to bargain with unions, the Board has additional weapons that may be used to great advantage against racial discrimination.\textsuperscript{232} A number of unions, particularly in the skilled building trades, have sufficient economic strength to establish themselves as exclusive bargaining representatives without the aid of the Board;\textsuperscript{233} but as to unions not so fortunate, Board action in this area could prove to be effective, at least as a stimulus to other activities in curbing racial discrimination.

From its beginning, the Board has refused to consider race as a criterion for the determination of the appropriate bargaining unit to be represented by a union that is seeking statutory certification.\textsuperscript{234} Until very recently, on the other hand, the Board declared that it had no power "to remedy undemocratic practices within the structure of union organizations."\textsuperscript{235} It consistently held that "neither exclusion from membership nor segregated membership \textit{per se} represents evasion on the part of a labor organization of its statutory duty to afford 'equal representation,'" rather that

in each case where the issue [of discrimination] is presented the Board will scrutinize the contract and the conduct of a representative organization and withhold or withdraw its certification if it finds that the organization has discriminated against employees in the bargaining units through its membership restrictions or otherwise.\textsuperscript{236}

\textsuperscript{232}See, e.g., Albert, supra note 203, at 558-65; Herring, supra note 203, at 158-62; Sovern, supra note 219, at 594-606.
\textsuperscript{233}See Cox, supra note 203, at 173; Sovern, supra note 219, at 606-07; 3 U.S. COMM'N ON CIVIL RIGHTS, REPORT ON EMPLOYMENT 145-46 (1961).
\textsuperscript{236}NLRB, 10TH ANNUAL REPORT 18 (1945); accord, Fawcett-Dearing Printing Co., 106 N.L.R.B. 21 (1953); Norfolk Southern Bus Corp., supra note 235; Veneer Prods., Inc., supra note 235; Texas and Pac. Motor Transport Co., 77 N.L.R.B. 87 (1948); Larus & Brother Co., Inc., 62 N.L.R.B. 1075 (1948); Atlantic Oak Flooring Co., 62 N.L.R.B. 973 (1945); Carter Mfg. Co., 59 N.L.R.B. 804 (1944); see Southwestern Portland Cement Co., 61 N.L.R.B. 1217 (1945). \textit{But see} Bethlehem-Alameda Shipyard, Inc., 53 N.L.R.B. 999, 1016-17 (1943), where although the Board held that a union with segregated locals could be certified, it first stated that: "We entertain grave doubt whether a union which
Although the Board repeatedly admonished unions that, upon a showing of a denial of equal representation, it would consider rescission of certification,\textsuperscript{237} certification was never actually rescinded because of racial discrimination.\textsuperscript{238} Moreover, allegations of past discrimination never moved the Board to deny certification. Recently, however, the Board has begun to exercise its powers in this area in order to promote non-discrimination in union representation.

In 1962, in the \textit{Pioneer Bus Co.} \textsuperscript{239} case, the Board once again threatened to rescind the certification of a union that engaged in racial discrimination. The case involved an election petition filed by the Transport Workers Union, AFL-CIO which was resisted by an already certified independent union on the ground that it had executed collective bargaining agreements that barred a representation election at that time.\textsuperscript{240} The Transport Workers Union argued and the Board held without dissent that the agreements in question, which divided “the employees into two separate bargaining units based solely upon considerations of race,”\textsuperscript{241} did not bar a representation election.

\textsuperscript{237} Fawcett-Dearing Printing Co., \textit{supra} note 236, at 21 n.2; Andrews Industries, Inc., 105 N.L.R.B. 946 (1953); Coleman Co., Inc., 101 N.L.R.B. 120 (1952); Veneer Prods., Inc., 81 N.L.R.B. 492 (1949); Atlantic Oak Flooring Co., \textit{supra} note 236; General Motors Corp., 62 N.L.R.B. 427 (1945); Southwestern Portland Cemente Co., \textit{supra} note 236; Carter Mfg. Co., \textit{supra} note 236; see Case No. K-311, 37 L.R.R.M. 1457 (General Counsel 1956).


\textsuperscript{240} The Board has adhered to a policy of not directing an election among employees currently covered by a valid collective-bargaining agreement, except under certain circumstances. The question whether a present election is barred by an outstanding contract is determined according to the Board’s contract-bar rules. Generally, these rules require that a contract asserted as a bar be in writing, properly executed, and binding on the parties; that the contract be in effect for not more than a ‘reasonable’ period \textit{[now up to three years, see General Cable Corp., 139 N.L.R.B. 1123 (1962)]}; and that the contract contain substantive terms and conditions of employment which are consistent with the policies of the Act." NLRB, \textit{28TH ANNUAL REPORT} 48 (1963).

\textsuperscript{241} 140 N.L.R.B. at 54.
Concerned with constitutional considerations, the Board stated that:

Consistent with clear court decision in other contexts which condemn governmental sanctioning of racially separate groupings as inherently discriminatory, the Board will not permit its contract-bar rules to be utilized to shield contracts such as those here involved from the challenge of otherwise appropriate election petitions. We therefore hold that, where the bargaining representative of employees in an appropriate unit executes separate contracts, or even a single contract, discriminating between Negro and white employees on racial lines, the Board will not deem such contracts as a bar to an election.\textsuperscript{241a}

Although the Board further expressed the view that "the execution of such [separate] contracts [executed on the basis of race] is in patent derogation of the certification," decertification was not ordered because it had not been requested and because "we deem it unnecessary to take such action at this time in view of the impending election which we here direct."\textsuperscript{242} Subsequently, in the Hughes Tool Company case,\textsuperscript{243} however, the Board unanimously held that "the Pioneer Bus doctrine requires that the certification issued jointly to . . . [the segregated local unions], be rescinded because the certified organizations executed contracts based on race and administered the contracts so as to perpetuate racial discrimination in employment." A majority of the Board went further to say:

Specifically, we hold that the Board cannot validly render aid under Section 9 of the Act to a labor organization which discriminates racially when acting as a statutory bargaining representative. Cf. Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1; Hurd v. Hodge, 334 U.S. 24; Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 U.S. 497.

We hold too, in agreement with the Trial Examiner, that the certification should be rescinded because . . . [the segregated locals] discriminated on the basis of race in determining eligibility for full and equal membership, and segregated their members on the basis of race. In the light of the Supreme Court decisions cited herein and others to which the Board adverted in Pioneer Bus, we hereby expressly overrule such cases as Atlantic Oak Flooring Co., 62 NLRB 937; Larus & Brother Co., 62 NLRB 1075; and other cases epitomized by the language of the Board's Tenth Annual Report . . . insofar as such cases hold that unions which exclude employees from membership on racial grounds, or which classify or segregate members on racial grounds, may obtain or retain certified status under the Act.\textsuperscript{244}

Having thus decided that racially discriminating unions may not receive the imprimatur of certification and the protection of the contract bar

\textsuperscript{241a} \textit{Ibid.}
\textsuperscript{242} \textit{Id.} at 55.
\textsuperscript{243} \textit{Id.} at 1294.
\textsuperscript{244} \textit{Id.} at 1573 (1964).
EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION

... doctrine, the Board is likely to take the necessary further steps to maximize its sanction by refusing to entertain unfair labor practice complaints that seek to compel employers to bargain collectively with such derelict unions and by holding that an employer who bargains with such a union deprives employees of their freedom to choose an appropriate union.

Although there is strong medicine in the powers available to the Board that pertain to the status of unions as exclusive bargaining representatives, these powers by no means supply complete or universal remedies. As already noted, many unions can do very nicely without the Board's support. In addition, in some circumstances exercise of the Board's powers could prove more harmful to Negro, as well as white, workers than representation by a discriminatory union. If unions that discriminate are denied the Board's support as exclusive bargaining representatives, workers might sometimes have to do without any union representation, for there may be no other union available. Negro workers no longer finding themselves at the mercy of a discriminating union and a discriminating employer will then find themselves at the tender mercies of only a discriminating employer, who is not, by himself, even subject to a duty of fair representation. For decertification and other such sanctions to be meaningful, it may be necessary for there to be another non-discriminating union available to challenge the discriminating union or fill the void if the discriminating union is unable to hold on without challenge. On the other hand, it is possible that a meaningful threat to a local union's representational status, aided by the pressure of publicity or more effective pressure from the parent international union, may be just what is needed to compel a discriminating local to end its illegal practices. But, even if this were the consequence in many situations, some unions, particularly in hard to organize southern regions, might still find it

245 See Housing, Inc., Case No. 26-CA-1578, 55 L.R.R. 266, 267 (Trial Examiner, Feb. 28, 1964) (dictum); Herring, supra note 203, at 161-62; Sovern, supra note 219, at 604-08. Herring, supra note 203, at 162, accurately points out that: "Even if the NLRB adopted this principle, however, unions with strong, well-established bargaining relationships and unions in a position to strike recalcitrant employers would not be seriously hindered in the attainment of their racially invidious aims. But given the choice between abandoning segregationist policies and risking their bargaining-agent status in recognition strikes, most unions will choose to cease discriminating—particularly when concurrent pressure is being exerted by their international parent."

246 Such an argument appears to have been presented to the Board. See Daye v. Tobacco Workers Union, 234 F. Supp. 815 (D.D.C. 1964) (discussed supra notes 134-35 and accompanying text).

247 See Herring, supra note 203, at 162 (quoted supra note 245). Herring reports that "this is both the historical experience and the operating rationale of the N.A.A.C.P." Id. at 162 n.241.

248 See generally Marshall, Some Factors Influencing the Growth of Unions in the
difficult to cease discriminating even when threatened with decertification, for they are likely to be faced with racially oriented campaigns by employers and others to persuade workers not to elect them as collective bargaining agents.\textsuperscript{249}

If unions are to be freely able to renounce racial discrimination, the Board should attempt to afford them adequate protection against appeals to race hatred in representation campaigns.\textsuperscript{250} The search for a reasonable standard of protection, that takes into account constitutional\textsuperscript{251} and statutory\textsuperscript{252} guarantees of free speech, may prove to be difficult, but the Board's old policy of requiring "misrepresentation, fraud, violence, or coercion,"\textsuperscript{253} before voiding a representation election or otherwise acting


\textsuperscript{251} See \textit{Ibid}; Albert, supra note 203, at 573-81; Pollitt, supra note 249, at 378, 401-05.

\textsuperscript{252} § 8(c), of the NLRA, 61 Stat. 142 (1947), 29 U.S.C. § 158(c) (1958), provides that: "The expressing of any views, argument, or opinion or the dissemination thereof, whether in written, printed, graphic, or visual form, shall not constitute or be evidence of an unfair labor practice under any of the provisions of this subchapter, if such expression contains no threat of reprisal or force or promise of benefit." Of course the limitation of § 8(c) is by its terms specifically germane only to unfair labor practice proceedings, not representation proceedings. See Albert, supra note 203, at 571-72, which contains an analysis of the relevant legislative history and cases as demonstrating that § 8(c) has no relevance outside of the unfair labor practice sphere and has no bearing upon the Board's power to set aside elections. But see Comment, \textit{Employee Choice and Some Problems of Race and Remedies in Representation Campaigns}, 72 Yale L.J. 1243, 1257 (1963). While § 8(c) does not limit the Board's ability to set aside elections, because of the unavailability of unfair labor practice remedies, for example, cease and desist orders and requirement of recantation, a new election order is "inadequate to insure a reasoned choice" when misrepresentation and other non-coercive speech is involved. The Board evidently disagrees with the statement of the limitation on its power. See Borg-Warner Corp., 148 N.L.R.B. No. 98, 57 L.R.R.M. 1097 (1964) (discussed \textit{infra} note 256). For a most recent review of the legislative history of and the cases arising under the relevant statutory provisions, see Pollitt, supra note 249, at 379-88.

\textsuperscript{253} Sharnay Hosiery Mills, Inc., 120 N.L.R.B. 750, 751 (1958); followed in Chock Full 'O Nuts, 120 N.L.R.B. 1296, 1298-99 (1958); see Kresge Newark, Inc., 112 N.L.R.B.
EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION

to assure a fair election, was somewhat unrealistic. It would be particularly unrealistic now that a union may not, without being subject to harsh Board sanctions and other legal prohibitions, demonstrate that the employer's claims are wrong, that is, demonstrate that it is in fact racist. Fortunately, the Board, as a part of its general new attitude of affirmative opposition to racial discrimination, has taken more positive steps in the representational election campaign area as well. Although recently holding that racial matter, presented by an employer, that is "temperate in tone . . . [and] related to the choice before the voters . . .," is permissible, the Board has, on the other hand, also recently held that "inflammatory" propaganda that renders "a reasoned basis for choosing or rejecting a bargaining representative" impossible, is not permissible. To delineate permissible from impermissible resort to racial matter the Board proceeded to articulate the following test:

So long, therefore, as a party limits itself to truthfully setting forth another party's position on matters of racial interest and does not deliberately seek to overstate and exacerbate racial feelings by irrelevant, inflammatory appeals, we shall not set aside an election on this ground. However, the burden will be on the party making use of a racial message to establish that it was truthful and germane, and where there is doubt as to whether the total conduct of such party is within the described bounds, the doubt will be resolved against him.


254 Allen-Morrison Sign Co., 138 N.L.R.B. 73, 75 (1962); see Sewell Mfg. Co., 138 N.L.R.B. 66, 71 (1962) (the Board stated that the Allen-Morrison decision was based upon the view that the employer's "statement was temperate in tone, germane, and correct factually."). For comment on these two cases, see Albert, NLRB-PEPC?, 16 VAND. L. REV. 547 (1963); Bok, supra note 250, at 67-74; Poliitt, supra note 249, at 397-401; Sachs, supra note 250; Comment, Employee Choice and Some Problems of Race and Remedies in Representation Campaigns, 72 YALE L.J. 1243 (1963); Note, 17 U. MIAMI L. REV. 75 (1962).


256 Id. at 71-72; accord, N.L.R.B., 28TH ANNUAL REPORT 58-59 (1964). Shortly after the Sewell ruling, the General Counsel of the NLRB announced that: "Because of the substantial importance of this problem in the administration of law, the Office of the General Counsel would consider it necessary if appropriate charges were filed in a given case involving appeals to racial prejudice to issue an unfair labor practice complaint. This would permit a Board determination whether in certain circumstances appeals to racial prejudice do not merely interfere with free choice in an election but whether such appeals may not also constitute an unfair labor practice against which a remedial order should be obtained." Office of the General Counsel of the NLRB, SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS, CALENDAR YEAR 1962, 8 RACE REL. L. REP. 313, 314 (1963). Evidently the General Counsel's invitation was quickly accepted. The Board recently concluded that resort to racial matters in at least some contexts violates § 8(a)(1), see supra note 209
The line between permissibility and impermissibility under the Board's new test, is a difficult one to draw in the abstract. As with many such tests, in application it should not prove to be so difficult. Even if the application is hard, it would not necessarily follow that a clearer or more stringent line should be drawn. Constitutional and perhaps also statutory guarantees of free speech must be considered. In addition, representation elections are not sterile affairs conducted under laboratory conditions; it is impossible to withdraw racial considerations from such campaigns and it is by no means clear that that would be desirable or is desired. It is, for example, quite likely that racial considerations will increasingly be interjected into election campaigns not by employers seeking to defeat unions but by unions, backed by civil rights organizations, seeking election.\(^{257}\) Any clear and fast rule prohibiting all employer interjection or discussion of racial matters might, at least before the Civil Rights Act, have had to cut both ways and exclude such civil rights campaigning.\(^{258}\)

\(C.\) The NLRB, Its Advantages and Its Relation to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act

As yet, the Supreme Court has not passed upon the Board's new antidiscrimination doctrines. If upheld, however, this kind of NLRB enforcement of the duty of fair representation is likely to provide a useful administrative alternative and adjunct to the essentially court based remedies of title VII of the Civil Rights Act, to the judicially enforced duty of fair representation,\(^{259}\) to state administrative and judicial pro-

\(^{257}\) See supra notes 158–65 with accompanying text.

\(^{258}\) See Sovern, supra note 219, at 626; cf. Pollitt, supra note 249, who is greatly concerned with problems of freedom of speech.

\(^{259}\) NLRB enforcement of the duty of fair representation might, however, have the consequence of excluding courts from the exercise of jurisdiction in such cases. The Supreme Court has held that "when an activity is arguably subject to § 7 or § 8 of the [National Labor Relations] Act, the States as well as the federal courts must defer to the exclusive competence of the National Labor Relations Board ..." San Diego Bldg. Trades Council v. Garmon, 359 U.S. 236, 245 (1959). See also Local 100, United Ass'n of Journeymen & Apprentices v. Borden, 373 U.S. 690 (1963); In re Green, 369 U.S. 689 (1962); Ex parte George, 371 U.S. 72 (1962). The Court has as yet reserved the question as to fair representation cases. See Humphrey v. Moore, 375 U.S. 335, 344 (1964). Moreover, to the extent that fair representation claims involve claims for breach of contract remediable in suits brought under § 301(a) of the LMRA, 61 Stat. 156 (1947), 29 U.S.C. § 185(a) (1964), the doctrine of pre-emption would not generally apply. See Humphrey v. Moore,
grams, and to the activities of the President's Committee for Equal Employment Opportunity. To the extent that the Board can be employed in an anti-discrimination capacity, it has several advantages over many other modes of enforcement. In the first place, the Board, charged with general supervision of labor-management relations, is in an excellent posi-

supra at 342-44 (1964); Smith v. Evening News Ass'n, 371 U.S. 195 (1962). As to the possibility that this exception will consume the general rule in the fair representation area see Rosen, *Fair Representation, Contract Breach and Fiduciary Obligations: Unions, Union Officials and the Worker in Collective Bargaining*, 15 Hastings L.J. 391, 413-15 (1964). In addition, in the past, the Court seemed "disposed to treat suits to enforce the duty of fair representation as an exception to the exclusive jurisdiction of the NLRB, at least when the claim of unfair representation rests on alleged racial discrimination," Sovern, *Section 301 and the Primary Jurisdiction of the NLRB*, 76 Harv. L. Rev. 529, 548 (1963). Now that the Board has begun to enforce the duty, however, lower federal courts seem no longer willing to recognize the exception. See, e.g., Waters v. Paschen Contractors, Inc., 227 F. Supp. 659 (N.D. Ill. 1964); Stout v. Construction Laborers Dist. Council, 236 F. Supp. 673 (N.D. Ill. 1963); Green v. Local 705, Hotel Employees Union, 220 F. Supp. 505 (E.D. Mich. 1963). Should a consequence of the Board's recent actions be pre-emption, the Civil Rights Movement will still have garnered a net gain as the Board does provide a more flexible forum than the courts for adjudication of fair representation claims. But cf. Sovern, supra note 219, at 608-13. The courts, moreover, might not be totally excluded from the process of passing on such claims and creating fair representation law. Aside from federal court of appeals review of Board determinations, courts might still be open for the trial of fair representation claims involving employees subject to the Railway Labor Act, for there is no administrative agency at least currently available for the adjudication of claims of racial discrimination. Brotherhood of Ry. Clerks v. United Transp. Serv. Employees, 137 F.2d 817 (D.C. Cir. 1943), reversed, 320 U.S. 715 (1944); see Steele v. Louisville & N.R.R., 323 U.S. 192, 205-07 (1944); Norgren & Hill, *Toward Fair Employment* 211-13 (1964); Cox, *The Duty of Fair Representation*, 2 Vill. L. Rev. 151, 170-72 (1957); Note, 37 N.C.L. Rev. 509, 514-15 (1959); Note, *Discrimination in Union Membership: Denial of Due Process Under Federal Collective Bargaining Legislation*, 12 Rutgers L. Rev. 543, 548-49 (1958). But cf. the paragraph of text immediately following note 80 supra.

tion to relate fair employment policies to broader contexts of employment and industrial regulation. Second, since the Board and its agents conduct their proceedings within the structure of the administrative process, rather than according to stringent judicial standards of procedure, it provides a somewhat more flexible agency for treatment of these problems. Third, related to the last,

The concomitants of administration—the power to investigate, to urge informal settlement and to provide an expeditious hearing, and the expertise of the personnel involved—all suggest that the NLRB is equipped to handle these problems more speedily and more fairly than are the courts. This is true even in light of the great difficulties which the Board has faced in keeping its dockets anywhere near current. With all of its overload and backlog, it provides a more effective forum for solution of these problems than the courts.201

A fourth advantage is that "the Board has broad latitude in fashioning remedies, including cease-and-desist orders and backpay awards, to those who are victims of illegal discrimination."202 Fifth, "the statute gives the General Counsel the sole and independent responsibility for investigating charges of unfair labor practices, issuing complaints and prosecuting cases where his investigators find evidence of violation of the act."203 Aggrieved individuals are, consequently, generally relieved of the heavy financial burden of vindicating their rights. Last, although the Board insists that it may not act to prevent or remedy an unfair labor practice until a charge has been filed with it,204 "such charges may be filed by an employer, an employee, a labor organization, or other private party."205 It might, therefore, be possible to persuade the Board to entertain complaints brought by civil rights organizations, thereby facilitating concerted campaigns against discrimination.

Discussion of the Board cannot end here for complete assessment of its potentialities requires consideration of the effect of title VII of the Civil Rights Act. It is not enough that a majority of the Board is willing to implement policies of anti-discrimination, that it may be efficient at the job and that no explicit pre-emptive effect should be ascribed to title VII.206 There remains the difficult question of whether the Board can or

202 3 U.S. Comm's on Civil Rights, op. cit. supra note 233; see Phelps Dodge Corp. v. NLRB, 313 U.S. 177 (1941). The Board is, however, not permitted to impose punitive sanctions. See Local 60, United Bhd. of Carpenters v. NLRB, 365 U.S. 651 (1961).
204 NLRB, 26TH ANNUAL REPORT 76 (1962).
205 Ibid. (Emphasis added.)
206 See, e.g., Local 12, Rubber Workers, 150 N.L.R.B. No. 18, 57 L.R.R.M. 1535 (1964). See also the Tower Amendment to title VII quoted and discussed supra notes 48, 182.
should continue to enforce these policies through its own procedures, particularly those dealing with certification, now that policies of non-discrimination are embodied in the explicit rules and provisions of title VII. While it may be argued that the Board should use all its powers to vindicate the now clear national policy, there are dangers to be considered. For example, the Board might make a finding that a union is in fact excluding Negroes when proceedings under the Civil Rights Act might result in findings exactly to the opposite; and this possibility is obviated only partially by the doctrine of collateral estoppel. Furthermore, the advantages of Board proceedings do not justify pursuing remedies for decertification now that more direct and appropriate remedies, affirmatively requiring desegregation and non-discrimination, are available under title VII. Title VII's rules against employer and union discrimination could thus eclipse or even pre-empt the Board's new decertification decisions. On the other hand, Board enforcement of non-discrimination, particularly by remedying unfair labor practices, involves no greater risk of conflict between such Board proceedings and court proceedings under title VII than already exists between Board unfair labor practice proceedings and court actions, under section 301 of the LMRA, to enforce collective bargaining agreements. In the section 301 situation, however, both forums are in general freely available; it may not be inappropriate for this to be true in the title

267 A number of commentators have seriously challenged the permissibility of continued Board action. See Comment, Discrimination and the NLRB: The Scope of Board Power Under Sections 8(a)(3) and 8(b)(2), 32 U. Chi. L. Rev. 124, especially 125, 145-47 (1964). The dissent in Local 1, Independent Metal Workers Union, 147 N.L.R.B. No. 166, 55 L.R.R.M. 1289, 1300 (1964), propounded the questions: "If a separate agency is created to handle the task of eliminating employment discrimination by unions and employers based on race, should the Board have a duty in this field? If so, what should it be?" See also, Kammholz, Civil Rights Problems in Personnel and Labor Relations, 53 ILL. BAR J. 464, 465-66 (1965); Note, 50 CORNELL L.Q. 321, 327-28 (1965); Note, 78 HARV. L. REV. 679 (1965); Note, 63 MICH. L. REV. 1081, 1089 (1965). But see material quoted supra note 48; Berg, supra note 260, at 94-96; Friedman, Racial Problems and Labor Relations—The Civil Rights Act, 18 N.Y.U. ANN. CONF. LAB. (April 14, 1965, as yet unpublished); Comment, Racial Discrimination and the Duty of Fair Representation, 65 COLUM. L. REV. 273, 283-84 (1965).

One commentator makes the suggestion that "the NLRB should require complaints first to be referred to state and local agencies, and next to the EEOC. If the complainant perseveres, or if the EEOC enlists its assistance, the NLRB might then respond, utilizing such weapons as decertification and institution of closed shop complaints against unions which exclude Negroes. Although the NLRB can play a useful role in the eradication of racial discrimination, it should be a supplementary one at a late stage in the enforcement process." Comment, Enforcement of Fair Employment Under the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 32 U. Chi. L. Rev. 430, 447 (1965). But cf. Comment, 65 COLUM. L. REV., supra, at 284.


VII context as well. The existence of title VII might, on the other hand, actually require additional Board action at least by way of modification of the Board’s rules regarding interjection of racial matter into representation campaigns. It is, after all, one thing to say that an employer can use as part of his propaganda the fact that the union believes in equality of membership and equality of employment at a time when the union has a choice. It is quite another thing for the employer to use this argument when the union has no choice, and indeed when the law prohibits the employer from discriminating whether there is a union or not. The test of "truthfulness" is significantly changed when the legal context is changed, and the Board’s responsibility for protecting the parties from injuries inflicted because they obey the law becomes less a matter of administrative policy and more a matter of compelling rule.270

CONCLUSION

To date the law has refined a number of highly flexible and useful responses to employment discrimination; it is in the process of refining still more; and, particularly when the nexus of unemployment and under-employment to employment discrimination becomes more apparent to the society at large, it undoubtedly will refine and develop responses that are not even contemplated at the present. As Professor (now Dean) Louis Pollak of the Yale Law School recently said in commenting on a number of papers delivered at a symposium on equal employment opportunity:

I think the . . . accurate assessment is this. The process we are witnessing—and participating in—is the extension and ramification of law. Thus, I think we can agree that chief among the antecedent causes of this conference is the fact that ten years ago the Supreme Court decided the Segregation Cases. To be sure, that was, strictly considered, law of a very different order from the detailed and systematic regulatory legislation which is the focus of our present agenda. That was law speaking in the simple, non-meticulous idiom of the Constitution—law saying to government, "You can't treat people this way any longer." But it was law which has implications far beyond that negative command. That negative command has forced back on all of us collective political responsibility to go out and do affirmative things to right the ills of our democracy. That's why, at the national level, there have been two Civil Rights Act—in 1957 and 1960—and why this summer we will get a far more comprehensive Civil Rights Act; and why, in turn, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 will in three or four years time seem ripe for amendment.271

270 But cf. Pollitt, supra note 249, at 405-08, where it is suggested that the most appropriate response, now that title VII exists, is not to have Board curtail speech but for it to assure that unions and civil rights groups be given the opportunity of apprising employees of the reality introduced by the new requirements of law.
271 Pollak, Comment, 14 BUFFALO L. REV. 70, 75 (1964).
Whether formally amended or not, it is clear that future development of the law in this area will be greatly influenced by the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and particularly title VII. At present it can be speculated that because of title VII the judicially enforced duty of fair representation will rarely if ever now be employed in independent proceedings and that the likelihood that constitutional concepts of "state action" will be expanded and given direct application has been minimized. On the other hand, it is to be expected that aggressive FEPC activity will be stimulated on all levels of government and it appears that the NLRB is intent on playing a major role in this field regardless of title VII. In addition, legal support for good faith self-help of all kinds can be expected to increase and become more sophisticated.

Some of the present and developing legal approaches are more ubiquitous than others, but none is so comprehensive and efficient as to exclude automatically consideration or use of the others, and none can supply easy solutions to the variant and difficult problems of employment discrimination. Often, however, circumstances will promote a single-minded approach or tactic, but circumstances may also increasingly require or suggest a multi-leveled approach. No firm rules or recommendations can be made for the edification of those persons and institutions directly engaged in this process of extending and ramifying law, but one general principle can appropriately be drawn: Each situation should be gauged and necessary action taken with consideration of what is being sought not only on the short but also on the long run and with healthy awareness of all reasonably probable consequences and ramifications. Now that a significant catalogue of legal devices is available, increased attention can be paid to the creation of a stable but viable system of law in this area.